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  Grading System
Mint The item is in perfect condition

Near Mint  . . . . .Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor

Excellent . . . . . .The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections

Good . . . . . . . . .The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections

Fair  . . . . . . . . . .The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may include repaints

Poor  . . . . . . . . .The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults

Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests

Live Internet Bidding

All Lots in the sales can be viewed via our website on www.vectis.co.uk. 

Also Bid Live Online with www.artfact.com & www.invaluable.com

As the auction is live and on-line, the following bid increments will apply

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for this sale that contain odd figures 

will be rounded up to the nearest bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for £222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some further information about 

participating in this auction, please contact us on (01642) 750616.

£5 - £50  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£5
£50 - £200  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£10
£200 - £700  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£20
£700 - £1000  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£50
£1000 - £3000  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£100
£3000 - £7000  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£200
£7000 - £10000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£500
£10000 onwards  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£1000
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1001. Babylon 5 a large quantity of video cassettes relating to this very popular series. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Good in Good outer cases (none have been tested).  (lg qty) 

 £15 - £20 

1002. A large quantity of TV Related Video Cassettes which include Blake 7, Star Gate SG1, Star Trek "The Next 
Generation" along with others. Also to include a Star Wars "Trilogy" 3x3 video cassette box set. Conditions all generally |appear 
to be Good in Good outer cases although none have been tested.  (lg qty) 

 £15 - £20 

1003. Two x Stargate SG:1 DVD box sets and fifty-two single DVDs. Serenity and Firefly DVDs, majority Mint sealed unused. 
(56) 

 £10 - £20 

1004. Large Quantity of TV and Film related VHS Videos, including Star Trek, Star Trek Animated, Red Dwarf, Crocodile 
Dundee and other titles, All Good to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

1005. Star Wars a group of "Angry Birds" Plush Toys, all appear to be Excellent complete with tags (there is duplication in 
this lot).  (16) 

 £30 - £40 

1006. Large Quantity of TV & Film related collectables including Star Wars The Force Awakens TIE Fighter with Pilot, 
Eaglemoss Doctor Who Die-cast Figures, Meerkat Plush toys, Disney Cars Frustration Game and other items, generally 
Excellent to Near Mint, within Excellent to Near Mint sealed packaging. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1007. Quantity of TV & Film related collectables including Star Wars The Force Awakens TIE Fighter with Pilot and TIE 
Striker with Pilot, Thunderbirds Jigsaw and Meerkat Plush toys generally Excellent to Near Mint, within Excellent to Near Mint 
sealed packaging. (5) 

 £40 - £50 
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1008. Matchbox, Verem, Monogram and similar a small group of boxed/carded models comprising of a Matchbox 
"Collectables" 1939 Peterbilt COE Truck, a Verem Response vehicle "Police", a Monogram Mini Exacts 1/87th scale Jaguar 
XKE, a Majorette "Cadbury's Collection" Ford Model A Van "Cadbury's Dairy Milk" along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Fair to Good Plus in Poor to Fair outer packaging. Also to include in this lot is a quantity of loose play figures 
comprising of Wrestlers, Fantasy Figures, War Gaming and similar which all appear to be Poor to Fair along with a binder 
containing "Match Attaxs" Football Collector Cards which also includes some limited edition cards which all appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent.  (qty in 2 boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

1009. Lego a large quantity of mainly loose pieces comprising of bricks, bases, partly built models and similar along with 
small quantity of bagged loose kits, boxed loose kits etc (please note nothing has been checked for completeness and the 
boxed kits are not complete). Condition all generally appear to be Fair to Good.  (lg qty in 2 boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

1010. Matchbox, Corgi, Lledo and similar a large group of unboxed diecast vehicles to include Matchbox "Super Kings" K-10 
Security Truck "Group 4", Corgi Ford Escort 1.3GL, a Matchbox "Adventure 2000", a K-2001 "Raider Command", Siku 
Volkswagen Golf LS along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair with all of them appearing to be badly 
play worn.  (100+ in 3 boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

1011. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of framed cabinet issues to include (1) Yorkshire Steam Wagon "Samuel 
Smith"; (2) Preston Tramcar "Swan Vestas" and (3) Leyland Titan Bus "Swan Fount Pens". Conditions all generally appear to 
be Excellent to Near Mint in Excellent to Near Mint wooden frames complete with inner polystyrene packing and Fair outer card 
boxes (please note the Preston Tramcar set does appear to have a picture plate loose although present).  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1012. Atlas Editions a boxed group to include x 11 "Best of British Police Cars" comprising of an Austin 1800 Mk.II 
"Cheshire", Ford Transit "Metropolitan Police" along with others, a "Grand Prix Legend of Formula 1" Williams Renault 
FW14B - 1992 "Nigel Mansell", "Grand Prix Legends of Formula 1" Lotus Ford 78 - 1978 "Mario Andretti", 1/76th scale Komatsu 
PC340 Hydraulic Excavator W122 "Stobart Rail" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to Near Mint to Mint in Good 
to Good Plus outer boxes with the majority being still shrink-wrapped.  (19) 

 £40 - £50 

1013. Mattel Hot Wheels, Ertl and similar a small group of carded vehicles which also includes some TV Related vehicles to 
include Mattel Hot Wheels '69 Copo Corvette, Mattel Hot Wheels Blown Camaro, Ertl "Batman" Batmobile, Vivid Imaginations 
"Captain Scarlet" Spectrum Car along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint on Good to Good 
Plus carded blister packs.  (132) 

 £30 - £40 

1014. Matchbox, Corgi & Airfix a group of boxed models, play sets and similar to include a Corgi 3-vehile "Eddie Stobart 
Limited" set complete with accessories/figures etc, Lledo Vanguards 1/43rd scale VA07203 Ford Popular in Dorchester grey, a 
Matchbox "Hero-City" a 5-piece Emergency Services Set "Police" comprising of Helicopter, Speedboat & 3 vehicles, a Airfix 
HO-OO scale plastic Landing Craft along with others. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Near Mint in Poor to Good Plus 
outer packaging.  (26) 

 £30 - £40 

1015. Matchbox Superfast and similar group of blister pack models to include 59 Vauxhall "Frontera", 60 Toyota "Supra", The 
Red Arrows Set "Matchbox World Class" Porsche 928S, "Matchbox World Class" Porsche 944 Turbo along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer blister packs (please note 
small quantity of bubble blisters have come away from cards).  (60) 

 £40 - £50 
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1016. Matchbox a group of boxed "Mattel Wheels" diecast vehicles comprising of Issue 53 Chevy Transport Bus "Metro Motel 
Shuttle", Issue 50 Radar Jet, Issue 47 Water Wings Seaplane, Issue 31 VW Beetle "Taxi" in green and white along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes.  (50) 

 £40 - £50 

1017. Maisto, Shell Sports Car Collection, Collezione and similar a group of boxed diecast vehicles comprising of a Maisto 
"Super Car Collection" Bugatti EB110, Ferrari 512 TR "Collezione", Porsche 911 Speedster "Shell Sports Car Collection" along 
with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes.  (23) 

 £20 - £30 

1018. Lledo group of boxed diecast vehicles/sets to include 24004 1932 Rolls Royce "Playboy" in green, 3-vehicle Bus Set, 
Rolls Royce in burgundy/black along with others. Also to include a 4-vehicle set "Kellogg's Landspeed Legends" complete with 
cardboard wall chart with pop-out pictures complete with outer brown mailabox. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent 
to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing & splitting along 
with some boxes having old price stickers to fronts).  (64) 

 £30 - £50 

1019. Chad Valley, Majorette, Lledo and similar a quantity of boxed/carded models, sets, paper weights and similar to include 
Majorette 5-vehicle "Cadbury's Collection" set "Cadbury's Cream Eggs", a Majorette carded/blister packed "Hot Rods - 2 
versions" 2604 Chevy 1957, a Lledo Days Gone Fire Engine "Cardiff City Fire Service", Combat Force carded Aircraft "Airborne 
Mission" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer boxes/blister 
packs (please note some blister packs do appear to be split and there may be duplication in this lot). Also to include a small 
number of plastic and diecast models which all appear Fair.   (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1020. Matchbox a mixed group of boxed diecast vehicles/sets comprising Matchbox Collectables - "The World's Greatest 
Auto Makers Collection & Matchbox the Dinky Collection" to include Matchbox "The Dinky Collection" DY-S10 1960 Mercedes 
Benz Diesel Omnibus type 0-3500 "Reiseburo Ruoff-Stuttgart", DY-S17 1939 Triumph Dolomite along with others. Also to 
include in this lot is 4 x Matchbox "The World's Greatest Auto Makers Collection" 2-vehicle sets along with 2 x "Matchbox 
Collectables" Trucks/Trailers comprising of Peterbilt Truck/Trailer "Jim Beam" & KS187SA Truck/Trailer "Beefeater". Conditions 
all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note some sets only have 
polystyrene packing and no outer boxes).  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1021. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed special edition group to include YS-39 Passenger Coach & Horses circa 
1820, YS-16 1929 Scammell 100-ton Truck-Trailer with G.E.R. Class & 4 2-4-0 Locomotive, a Y10 1934 A&C Trolleybus 
"Diddler" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although unchecked for 
completeness/correctness in Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging.  (12) 

 £60 - £80 

1022. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group comprising of maroon plastic window display boxes & straw boxes to 
include Y-33 1930 Mack AC "Goodyear", Y21 1926 Ford Model 'TT' "My Bread", Y-12 1912 Ford T "Cerebos Table Salt", Y-11 
1938 Lagonda along with others. Also to include in this lot is a 5-vehicle set "1982 Limited Edition pack of 5 models". Conditions 
all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good outer boxes (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from 
crushing & splitting along with sunfading with some boxes also having old price stickers to fronts.  (53) 

 £50 - £60 
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1023. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of mainly maroon window boxes to include Y-23 1922 AEC Omnibus 
"Lifebuoy Soap", Y-12 1912 Ford Model 'T' H. "J. Heinz Co", Y-18 1918 Atkinson Dampflastwagen Modell D "Blue Circle 
Portland Cement" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer 
window boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from crushing and have old price stickers to front).  (50) 

 £50 - £60 

1024. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of mainly maroon window boxes to include Y-30 LKW 1920 Modell 
AC Mack "Arctic Ice-Cream Co", Y-22 1930 Ford Model 'A' Ford Van "Lyon's Tea", Y-19 1929 Morris Cowley Van "Michelin" 
along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes 
(please note some boxes do suffer from crushing and have old price stickers to front).  (50) 

 £50 - £60 

1025. Matchbox and similar a group of unboxed diecast vehicles the majority being Matchbox to include 39 Pontiac 
Convertible, 42 Evening News Van, 57 Chevrolet Impala along with others. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good 
with the majority being play worn.  (150+) 

 £40 - £50 

1026. Matchbox and similar a group of unboxed diecast vehicles with the majority being Matchbox to include 14 Lomas 
Ambulance, 23 Bluebird Dauphine Caravan, 74 Mobile Canteen "Refreshments", 31 Lincoln Continental along with others. 
Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with the majority being play worn.  (150+) 

 £40 - £50 

1027. Matchbox and similar a group of unboxed diecast vehicles with the majority being Matchbox to include 36 Austin A50, 
47 Commer Ice-Cream Canteen Van, 14 Daimler Ambulance along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to 
Good with the majority being play worn.  (150+) 

 £40 - £50 

1028. Mattel Hot Wheels a group of predominately Hot Wheels unboxed diecast vehicles which does include other makes to 
comprise of Hot Wheels 31 Doozie, Hot Wheels Corvette Stingray, Hot Wheels Racebait 308 along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Fair to Good with the majority being play worn.  (approx 102) 

 £30 - £50 

1029. Majorette, Yatming, Corgi, Dinky and similar a group of unboxed diecast/plastic vehicles comprising of a Yatming 1501 
Ambulance, Corgi "Popeye" Boat, Corgi "Bugs Bunny" Buggy, a Majorette BMW 733, Corgi "Rockets" Stock Car "Todd 
Sweeney" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Good with the majority being play worn.  (approx 70) 

 £30 - £50 

1030. Mattel Hot Wheels "Redliners" a group of unboxed diecast vehicles comprising of Custom Eldorado, Beatnik Bandit, 
Hot Heap, Ford J-Car along with others. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair - play worn.  (19) 

 £40 - £50 

1031. Bburago & Majorette a small group of boxed 1/24th scale models comprising of a Bburago Williams Formula FW 08C 
Formula 1 Racing Car, a Majorette 4204 Chevrolet Corvette "Roadster" & a Bburago Ford AC "Cobra" 427 "1965". Conditions 
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although unchecked for completeness in Good outer window boxes (please note 
windows do suffer from slight crushing).  (3) 

 £20 - £30 
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1032. Lilliput Lane a large quantity of boxed and unboxed decorative pot/plaster and similar ornamental quaint buildings, 
cottages, churches etc to include such items as "Duckdown" Cottage, "Beekeeper's" Cottage, Wisteria Lane along with others. 
Also to include in this lot is a number of boxed Lilliput Lane Collectables which include Devon Leigh, Kendal Tea House, 
Dormouse Cottage along with others. Conditions all generally appear to range from Good to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus 
outer boxes where applicable (please note some of the unboxed ornaments do appear to have small delicate pieces missing or 
broken off).   (lg qty in 3 boxes) 

 £10 - £20 

1033. Danbury Mint, Academy, Atlas Editions and similar a group of boxed and unboxed both branded and unbranded 
decorative ornamental pot/plaster and similar painted cottages, village scenes, churches and similar to include Danbury Mint 
"Flag Day" by Jane Hart from the RNLI Collection, Danbury Mint "The Open Road" by Jane Hart, "Memory Lane Cottages" by 
Peter Tomlins along with others. Also to include in this lot is a small number of boxed decorative ornamental pot/resin or similar 
cottages/scenes along with 2 x boxed "The British Bird's Collection" by Atlas Editions which includes Robin x 2. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good to Near Mint (please note some of these items do appear to have small delicate pieces missing or 
broken off).  (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

1034. Royal Hampshire Art Foundry - a boxed group to include mainly pewter military figures comprising of The Royal Welch 
Fusiliers", 45 R.M. Commando, Tank Commander "Gulf 1991", The Royal Hampshire Regiment along with others. Conditions 
all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint in Good to Excellent outer boxes (please note none have been checked for 
completeness and some figures do appear to have come loose from plinths).  (16) 

 £20 - £30 

1035. Equipage a boxed remote control mainly wooden construction Speedboat type vessel "Venice 90" which includes 
remote control, batteries, electrical and other accessories. Measurements are approx 36"/92cm in length x 12"/30cm at its 
widest in width. Please note this has not been checked for completeness and has not been tested (this does appear to have 
small pieces missing, broken off or loose). Condition does generally appear to be Fair to Good in Fair to Good outer pictorial lift 
off lid box. 

 £440 - £40 

1036. Pocher (Italy) a Rolls Royce Torpedo Cabriolet which appears to be Poor to Fair and would be ideal for spares or 
repair (please note there is substantial damage to this vehicle comprising of front chassis snapped, seats and upholstery loose, 
torn or missing along with other small parts loose, broken off or missing but again this would suit an enthusiast and would be 
perfect to be used for spares or repair). 

 £30 - £50 

1037. Tamiya a remote controlled 1/14th scale Tractor Truck complete with multi function control unit which also includes a 
1/14th scale Flatbed Semi-Trailer for the Tamiya remote control Tractor Truck, also to include a box full of accessories which 
also belong to this kit. Conditions appear Good although nothing has been checked for completeness and this has not been 
tested (there is a possibility there is pieces missing/broken off or loose and also the wiring does look like it needs to be 
checked). These 2 items are presented in home-made wooden cases complete with hinged chained opening front doors along 
with handles to tops (please note these cases do not belong to this kit there are home-made).  (2 heavy items) 

 £60 - £70 

1038. A pair of remote control Boats comprising of (1) a wooden/resin/metal construction Tug Boat "Rover Queen" Steam 
Launch Tug complete with remote controls (it is unsure which remote control works with this tug) which appears to be Good 
with removable top units which enables the user to access batteries etc (please note there is some loose wood/resin fixtures on 
the deck of this tug measuring approx 70cm in length x 7cm in width) (2) "US Coast Guard" Patrol Boat complete with remote 
control which appears to be plastic and metal construction and measuring approx 70cm in length x 7cm in width and condition 
appears to be Good with some small pieces possibly missing, broken off or loose. Please note these remote boats have not 
been tested or checked for completeness.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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1039. A pair of remote control Boats comprising of (1) a wooden/metal/resin constructed Boat complete with brass rudder 
and propeller "Hotel.96 Hellen" which appears in Fair condition with removable top components so the user can access 
mechanics inside the hull (this does appear to be incomplete with pieces missing, broken off or loose) and measuring approx 
87cm in length x 25cm in width; (2) a smaller resin/plastic or similar constructed Patrol Boat type with removable top section 
allowing user to access mechanics inside hull. This appears to be Fair to Good but does appear to have small pieces missing, 
broken off or loose and measuring 54cm in length x 14cm in width approx. Also to include in this lot is a number of remote 
controls, batteries and battery chargers (please note it is unsure which remote control actually belongs to which boat and these 
boats have not been tested or checked for completeness).  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1040. A fine brass construction mounted Sailing Ship "The Cutty Sark" which is highly polished and is mounted on a plinth 
but would benefit from a further clean. This would make a lovely ornament or a display piece and would benefit being placed 
inside a display case. Also to include in this lot is 2 smaller mainly wooden construction sea vessels which comprise of a 
ornamental River Barge and a wooden Fishing Ship "Mary Jane". Conditions are Good to Good Plus.  (3) 

 £10 - £15 

1041. A pair of tinplate recent issue (depicting vintage vehicles) models comprising of a vintage looking Opentop Bus in red 
and black with rubber tyres "General" along with a vintage old style Motor Vehicle in green complete with 2 toy figures (driver 
and passenger). Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus but would definitely benefit from a further clean and 
would suit display purposes.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1042. Bburago, Ertl, Revell, Lledo and similar large group of mainly boxed models along with some unboxed Aeroplanes and 
figures comprising of Ertl "Classic Vehicles" '48 Jaguar XK-120, Lledo 50000 1926 Bullnose Morris "Lyon's Tea", Bburago 
"Metal Kit a Jaguar XK120 "Roadster" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a quantity of "Car Couture" Classic by Carl 
Reid which are resin or similar vehicles suited more for ornaments which allow you to personalise your car by creating your own 
numberplate with the 3 pence applied comprising of 06262 "Queen of the Road", 06015 "High Days and Holidays", 06266 
"Chequered Flag" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to range from Poor to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus outer 
packaging where applicable.  (lg qty in 2 boxes) 

 £40 - £60 

1043. Franklin Mint a group of boxed 1/24th scale vehicles comprising of 1935 Mercedes-Benz 770K "Grosser", 1925 Rolls 
Royce "Silver Ghost" & 1938 Alvis 4.3 litre. Conditions all generally appear Good although these have been previously 
displayed at some point therefore may now have pieces missing, broken off or loose and they have not been checked for 
completeness.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1044. Franklin Mint a group of partly boxed 1/24th & 1/16th scale models comprising of 1/16th scale 1913 Model T, 1/24th 
scale 1939 Maybach Zeppelin & 1/24th scale 930 Duesenberg J Derham "Tourster". Conditions generally appear to be Good 
although these models appear to have been on display so therefore may have pieces missing, broken off or loose and are 
unchecked for completeness (please note due to being on display these models do require a further clean as they do appear to 
have marks/mould etc on bodywork) in polystyrene protective outers only (there is no outer mailing boxes with these models).  
(3) 

 £40 - £50 

1045. Franklin Mint a group of boxed 1/24th scale models comprising of a 1938 Jaguar SS100, 1933 Duesenberg "J 
Victoria", 1912 Packard "Victoria" & Mercedes 500K "Special Roadster". Conditions generally appear to be Fair to Good in Fair 
to Good outer packaging complete with inner polystyrene (please note these models have previously been on display and 
therefore require an extensive clean and they also appear to have small pieces either missing, broken off or loose).  (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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1046. Franklin Mint a group of boxed 1/24th scale models comprising of a 1924 Hispano-Suiza "Tulip Wood", 1911 Rolls 
Royce & 1907 Rolls Royce "Silver Ghost". Conditions all generally appear to be Good in Good outer packaging complete with 
inner polystyrene packaging (please note these models have been on display previously and do appear to have small pieces 
missing, broken off or loose and would require a further clean).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1047. Danbury Mint & Franklin Mint a group of boxed and unboxed mixed scale models comprising of 2 x boxed Danbury 
Mint models comprising of a 1932 Cadillac V-16 & 1938 Rolls Royce "Phantom III". Also to include in this lot is 4 x unboxed 
models comprising of a Franklin Mint 1921 Rolls Royce "Silver Ghost", a Franklin Mint 1929 Rolls Royce "Phantom I", Franklin 
Mint 1930 Bugatti Royale "Coupe Napoleon" & a Danbury Mint 1949 Jaguar XK120. Conditions do range from Fair to Good in 
Good outer packaging complete with inner polystyrene packaging where applicable (please note these models have previously 
been on display and therefore appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and do require a further clean).  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1048. Danbury Mint a group of unboxed pewter issues to include Austin Healey 3000 Mk.III 1965, Citroen 15CV 1953, Cord 
812 1937, Lagonda V12 1939 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint.  (12) 

 £50 - £60 

1049. Siku, Yonezawa, NZG and similar a group of unboxed mixed scale although mainly larger scale Buses to include NZG 
218 Mercedes Benz Omnibus 0 3500, Yonezawa Toys a Diapet Coach "Rapide/National Express", Siku 3417 Reisebus "PTT", 
Joal 1/50th scale Volvo Coach "Wallis Arnold" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus 
although the majority do appear to have been on display at some point and are unchecked for completeness.  (22) 

 £40 - £50 

1050. Corgi a group of unboxed diecast Buses, Coaches and similar to include an AEC "Regal" Coach, Plaxton "Paramount" 
3500 "Taylor's Travel", a London Transport "Routemaster", a Duple Coach "Wallis Arnold Tours Limited" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good Plus with some having being repainted.  (42) 

 £30 - £50 

1051. Corgi and similar a group of unboxed mainly Commercial vehicles comprising of Tankers, Articulated Lorries, Vans and 
similar to include a Corgi Tanker "Wynn's", Corgi Heavy Haulage Truck & Trailer "Pollock", Siku Tipper Lorry "Wimpey", Corgi 
Petrol Tanker "Shell/BP" along with others. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good (please note some of these 
models do appear to have been repainted along with homemade/after market transfers applied).  (30) 

 £30 - £50 

1052. Polistil, Lledo, EFE and similar large group of unboxed diecast and plastic models comprising of EFE Atkinson Mk.1 
Truck "Fyffes", Polistil Rolls Royce "Corniche Drophead Coupe", Lledo Morris Van "Pickfords - Heavy Haulage Limited" along 
with others. Conditions all generally appear Poor to Good with the majority being play worn or previously on display.  (100+) 

 £30 - £50 

1053. Bburago, Maisto, Solido a group of mainly unboxed mixed larger scale models comprising of Bburago 1/18th scale 
Mercedes Benz SSK 1928, Solido 1/20th scale Rolls Royce "Silver Cloud", Maisto 1/18th scale Jaguar XJ220 along with others. 
Conditions all appear to be generally Poor to Fair and all appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose. Also to 
include in this lot is x 3 Bburago 1/18th scale models complete with perspex display cases comprising of a Mercedes 300SL 
(1954), Mercedes Benz SSK (1928) & Jaguar SS100 (1937). Conditions of these appear to be generally Poor to Fair in Fair 
plastic display cases (please note these models have been removed for possibly display purposes and do appear to have small 
pieces missing, loose or broken off).  (11) 

 £30 - £50 
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1054. Spot-on, Solido, Eligor, Majorette and similar a small group of unboxed models comprising of a Majorette 1/60th scale 
Petrol Tanker "Shell", Solido 1/43rd scale Jaguar XJ12, Spot-on 1/42nd scale Ford Zodiac, Eligor 1/43rd scale Rolls Royce 
"Silver Shadow", Eligor 1/43rd scale Bentley 'T' along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good.  (20) 

 £30 - £40 

1055. Dinky Toys a group of unboxed mainly "Routemaster" Buses to include 289 Routemaster Bus "Esso Safety Grip 
Tyres", 289 Routemaster Bus "Tern Shirts" along with others. Also to include 2 x Atlantean Buses comprising of "Kenning Car, 
Van & Truck Hire & Yellow Pages". Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good.  (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1056. Corgi a group of unboxed diecast vehicles comprising of Jaguar 'E' type 2+2, Ford Mustang "Fastback" 2+2, 238 
Jaguar Mk.X Saloon along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good. Also to include in this lot is a boxed 424 
Ford Zephyr "Estate" Car which appears Fair in Poor outer box (end flaps missing on box and model appears to be repainted).  
(7) 

 £40 - £60 

1057. Dinky Toys a group of unboxed models comprising of 42 Jaguar Mk.X, AEC Tanker complete with AEC Articulated 
Lorry "Esso", 261 Telephone Service Van "Post Office Telephones", 955 Fire Engine along with others. Conditions all generally 
range from Fair to Good (please note there is repaints in this lot along with duplication).  (17) 

 £50 - £70 

1058. Kemlow, Lone Star, Husky, Matchbox and similar a small group of unboxed diecast models comprising of 2 x Lone Star 
School Bus in yellow, Kemlow Van "Pickfords Removals", Husky "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" complete with 4 figures, Matchbox 
46 Removal Van "Pickfords" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good (please note there is repaints 
in this lot along with duplication).  (11) 

 £40 - £50 

1059. Oxford Diecast & Vanguards and similar a group of boxed and unboxed diecast vehicles to include 76ANG037 Ford 
Anglia "British Railways", Oxford Diecast "AA Services" Van, Vanguard Austin A40, "North East Diecast Collectors Club", 
Vanguard Ford Anglia "Whitbread" along with others. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good Plus in Fair rigid perspex 
display cases complete with plinths where applicable (please note some of the boxed models are loose and have detached 
from plinths).  (30) 

 £20 - £30 

1060. Dinky, Norev/Atlas Editions a group of boxed diecast vehicles to include 126 Ford Zephyr Saloon, 359 Break ID19 
Citroen, 39a Packard Eight Sedan, 111 Triumph TR2 Sports along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Mint in 
Near Mint boxes. Also to include is a small amount of Dinky/Atlas Editions Literature.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1061. Somerville Models a pair of boxed diecast metal kit models comprising of P-2 Rover 14 & Ford Popular E103. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good in Fair to Good outer boxes (there is no packaging within these boxes). Also to 
include 1 x unboxed Lansdowne Models diecast vehicle comprising of 1957 Rover P490 which appears to be Good (please 
note the roof and body does appear to have some light scratching).  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1062. Brumm, Solido, Eligor and similar a group of boxed models comprising of Brumm R149 Jaguar D-type 1954-1960, 
Brumm R163 Jaguar 3.5 litre 1948, Solido Ford T-Bird 1961 "Cabriolet", Vitesse Volkswagen 1949 "Deutsche Bundespost" 
along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good outer packaging (please note most 
models do appear to have been removed and displayed at some point and are therefore now loose inside boxes and some 
appear to have to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (14) 

 £40 - £50 
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1063. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a group comprising of a framed cabinet issue along with a quantity of unboxed 
diecast models which includes Code 3 comprising of a framed cabinet issue Leyland Titan TDI "Swan Fount Pens" which 
appears to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good glass fronted case (does require some further cleaning) along with a group of 
unboxed "Models of Yesteryear" and similar vehicles comprising Y-19 1929 Morris Light Van "Post Office Telephones", Y12 
1912 Ford Model T "Holland's Pies & Puddings", Y-5 1927 Talbot Van "Nestle's Milk" along with others. Conditions of these 
unboxed vehicles are generally Good but would benefit from a further clean (please note there is some Code 3 models in this 
lot).  (20) 

 £20 - £30 

1064. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a small group of Code 3 boxed models comprising of Y-12 1912 Ford Model T 
"United Dairies", Y-5 1927 Talbot Van "City of London - Police Ambulance", Y-5 1927 Talbot "Wiltshire Constabulary "Salisbury 
Division" AC103 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer window boxes 
(please note some boxes/windows do suffer from slight crushing) - please see picture.  (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1065. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of Code 3 models to include Y-12 1912 Ford Model T "Arundel Co", 
Y-27 1918 Crossley 'Beer Lorry', Hampshire Police Vehicle AC115, Y-3 1912 Ford Model T "The Star Brewery" along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer window boxes (please note some 
boxes/windows do suffer from slight crushing) - see picture.  (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1066. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a small group of boxed more harder to find models comprising of Y-3 1912 Ford 
Model T "Sunlight Seife", Y-12 1912 Ford Model T "Arnott's Biscuits", Y-5 1927 Talbot Van "Speelgoed Otten" along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (boxes/windows 
would benefit from a further clean).  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1067. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" large group of boxed diecast models comprising of clear window display boxes, straw 
boxes & maroon boxes to include Y-5 1927 Talbot Van "Wright's Original Coal Tar Soap", Y-3 1912 Model T Ford Tanker 
"Zerolene", Y-19 1929 Morris Cowley Van A&J Box General Store along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent in Good outer window boxes (please note the majority of these models have been removed and on display at 
some point therefore are loose within the boxes and models may not match up to the correct boxes along with some boxes 
suffering from crushing, creasing and old price stickers to fronts).  (42) 

 £40 - £50 

1068. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a group of boxed special edition models comprising of a Y-16 1929 Scammell 10-ton 
Truck-Trailer with G&R Class 4-2-0 Locomotive, YS-39 Passenger Coach & Horses circa 1820, YS-9 1936 Leyland "Cub" Fire 
Engine along with others. Conditions generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please 
note these models have been previously removed from boxes and out on display and are therefore unchecked for 
completeness).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

1069. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear/Collectables" a group of boxed models comprising of YSH1 Gypsy Caravan 1900, 
DYM37796 Mack CH600 Truck & Trailer "Matchbox Collectables - The New Millennium", YGB10 "Great Beers of the World", 
1927 Talbot "South Pacific", YGB11 "Great Beers of the World", 1922 Foden Steam Wagon "Whitbread" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent outer packaging (please note some of 
these models where previously displayed therefore are unchecked for completeness and may have small pieces missing, 
broken off or loose).  (12) 

 £40 - £60 
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1070. Corgi a group of boxed diecast vehicles comprising of Buses, Vans/Commercial and similar to include 469 
Routemaster Bus "London Express", 469 Routemaster "Blackpool 1982", 503 Escort Van "Tele" along with others. Conditions 
all generally appear to be Good in Fair to Good recent issue striped window boxes (please note all these models have 
previously been displayed and are therefore all loose inside the boxes and may not correspond to the correct box along with 
most boxes/windows do suffer from crushing/splitting).  (27) 

 £40 - £50 

1071. Corgi Classics a group of boxed Buses to include 97179 Burlingham Seagull Coach "Banfields Coaches", 98462 
"Vintage Buses USA", Yellow Coach 743 "Greyhound Lines", 97823 Daimler 1/2 "Blue Bus Services", 97175 Burlingham 
Seagull "Don Everall" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent 
outer boxes and are unchecked for completeness/correctness (please note some of these models have been previously 
displayed and therefore may not correspond with the correct boxes).  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1072. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Buses comprising of 97075 a 2 x Bus Set which includes a Bedford OB Coach & AEC 
Regal "The South Wales", 97070 2 x vehicle set to include 1 Bedford OB Coach & 1 AEC Regal Coach "The Buses of Silver 
Service", 97192 Leyland Tiger "The Ribble" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
Good to Good Plus outer boxes, unchecked for completeness/correctness (please note some of these models appear to have 
previously been out on display so therefore may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1073. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include 97172 Burlingham Seagull "Stratford Blue", 97189 AEC Regal Coach "Oxford", 
91916 Plaxton Coach "East Yorkshire - Diplomat" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint although unchecked for completeness/correctness in Good Plus to Excellent Plus to Excellent packaging.  (15) 

 £40 - £50 

1074. Corgi a boxed group of models mainly Tram related to include OM99156 a 2 x vehicle set "70th Anniversary of the 
Blackpool Balloon Tram", 36902 Single Decker Tram "Darlington Corporation Light Railways", 96710 fully closed Tram 
"Sunderland Corporation", 97365 Double Decker Opentop Tram "Blackpool Tower" along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer packaging (please note some models have been on display and are 
therefore unchecked for completeness/correctness along with some models do appear loose and detached from fastenings).  
(19) 

 £40 - £50 

1075. Atlas Editions a boxed Tram, Coach & Bus group to include 1/76th scale 3-axle QI Trolleybus "Ben Truman", a Bedford 
VAL "Wallace Arnold" Coach, TW4 (Herbranc/A.E.G.) - 1894 Tram, Blackpool Balloon Tram - 1960 "Bruce 
Forsyth/Show-time/North Pier" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer 
packaging (please note it appears some if not all of these models have at onetime been on display therefore not checked for 
completeness or correctness and some models do appear to have come loose from plinths.  Also to include in this lot 7 x loose 
unboxed Atlas Editions Trams complete with plinths to include 6th Generation (HKT - 1986), a Motrice Type 500 (CGPT) - 1907 
along with others.  Conditions generally appear to be Fair to Good with pieces missing, broken off or loose. (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

1076. Corgi Classics a group of assorted boxed models comprising mainly of Commercials/Vans and similar to include 
D953/10 Bedford O Series Pantechnicon "Weetabix", 97082 Bedford O Series Pantechnicon "Pickfords", a D822/11 Bedford O 
Series Van "London and North Eastern Railway" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent in Fair to Good Plus outer mainly window boxes (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing and 
splitting along with the majority of these models have at some point been on display so are therefore loose within the boxes and 
are not checked for completeness or correctness).  (24) 

 £50 - £60 
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1077. Corgi Classics a boxed group of mainly Vans/Commercials to include 865/3 Ford Model T "Kalamazoo Fire 
Department", 865/5 Ford Model T "Twinings", C957/4 Morris Minor Van "Castrol", C957/5 Morris Minor Van "Michelin" along 
with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good in Good outer window boxes (please note the majority of these models 
have been on display so are therefore loose in the boxes and are not checked for completeness or correctness).  (22) 

 £40 - £50 

1078. Corgi Classics a boxed group of mainly model Cars, does include some Vans and similar to include D700/8 Jaguar 
Mk.II in blue, D981/8 Bedford CA Van "Pickfords", D702/7 Morris Minor in purple, D13/1 2-vehicle set comprising of Morris 
Minor Vans "Police Vehicles" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good in Fair to Good outer boxes 
(please note these models have been on display at some point and the majority are now loose within the boxes therefore are 
not checked for completeness or correctness).  (21) 

 £40 - £50 

1079. Corgi Classics a boxed group of mainly Coaches & Buses to include CX885 Thornycroft Bus "Thomas Tilling", D949/17 
Bedford type OB Coach "East Yorkshire", 36501 Burlingham Seagull & Morris Traveller Set "Bartons" The Connoisseur 
Collection, D41/4 2 Bus vehicle set 1908 to 1989 "Barton", 97750 2-vehicle set comprising of 1 AEC Regal & 1 Bedford OB 
"The East Kent Set" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good outer boxes 
(please note some boxes/windows do suffer from crushing along with most of these models have been out on display at some 
point and are therefore loose in boxes and are not checked for completeness/correctness).  (20) 

 £40 - £50 

1080. Corgi "Eddie Stobart" a boxed pair comprising of CC86610 "The Eddie Stobart Story" set including gold-plated model & 
14302 "Eddie Stobart Limited/Deluxe Edition". Conditions generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to 
Excellent outer boxes (please note models may be removed for display purposes at some point).  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1081. Corgi "Eddie Stobart" boxed group to include CC12502 Atkinson Borderer Flatbed Trailer, TY86705 Volvo Skeletal 
Trailer, 59505 ERF Curtainside Trailer along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good in Good outer boxes 
(please note these models have been on display and therefore are not checked for completeness or correctness with some 
models appearing loose inside the boxes) - this lot does include duplication.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

1082. Corgi "Eddie Stobart" a boxed group to include 1/50th scale CC12607 Scammell Crusader Tautliner, 59503 Scania 
Curtainside Trailer, TY87001 DAF 95' Curtainside Trailer along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good 
Plus in Good outer window boxes (please note some of these models have been on display and appear loose inside boxes and 
are therefore not checked for completeness or correctness along with there may be duplication in this lot).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

1083. Corgi "Eddie Stobart" a boxed group to include 59601 Ford Cargo Box Van, CC82204 Championship Mini "2001 MSA 
British Rally", 58304 Ford Escort Van, 21601 1/50th scale AEC Ergomatic 6-wheel Tipper along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good in Fair to Good outer packaging (please note some model may be in wrong packaging as the 
majority have been out on display along with most boxes do suffer from crushing/tearing and none have been checked for 
completeness/correctness). Also to include a Corgi 1947 Atkinson M12 Van which is a unique limited edition ceramic model 
which appears Excellent to Near Mint in Good outer cardboard mailing box.  (21) 

 £30 - £50 

1084. Corgi Heavy Haulage a boxed group to include CC11101 Scammell Constructor "Siddle C Cook Limited", CC12302 
Scammell Contractor "ITM-Sunter", 17903 Scammell Contractor "Wynns" along with others. Conditions generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint although unchecked for completeness in Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note some 
boxes do have old price stickers to fronts).  (7) 

 £50 - £70 
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1085. Corgi Heavy Haulage a boxed 1/50th scale 31014 Guy Invincible Long Platform Trailer, Pipe Load & Diamond T 
Ballast, Nicholas Bogies Vessel Load "Sunter Bros". Conditions do appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint although 
unchecked for completeness in Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1086. Corgi Heavy Haulage a boxed 1/50th scale 18002 Scammell Contractor (x 2) with Nicholas Bogie Trailer and casting 
load "Pickfords". Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in Good to 
Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box (box lid does suffer from corner creasing). 

 £40 - £60 

1087. Corgi Heavy Haulage a boxed pair of 1/50th scale models comprising of 31009 Diamond T Ballast (x2), 24-wheel 
Girder Trailer with boiler load & Scammell Highwayman Ballast "Wynns" & 17701 2 Scammell Constructors and a 24-wheel Low 
Loader set "Pickfords". Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although unchecked for completeness in 
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1088. Corgi Heavy Haulage a boxed pair of 1/50th scale models comprising of CC12506 Atkinson Venturer 2-axle Low 
Loader "Wynns Heavy Haulage" & 17602 Scammell Constructor and 24-wheel Low Loader with load "Sunter Bros Limited". 
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although unchecked for completeness in Good to Good Plus outer 
boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1089. Corgi a boxed "Pickfords" group to include 17502 "Heavy Haulage" 1/50th scale Scammell Constructor Wrecker, 55201 
1/50th scale "Corgi Classics Commemorative Set" Diamond T Ballast (x2) with 24-wheel Girder Trailer & Steel Casting Load, 
16703 "Corgi Classics Deluxe Edition", Scammell Highwayman Low Loader with generator load and wooden plinth along with 
others. Conditions all generally to be Excellent to Near Mint although unchecked for completeness in Good to Good Plus outer 
boxes (please note some of these models have been removed and on display previously).  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1090. Corgi a boxed "Pickfords" group to include CC10202 ERF V Low Loader x 2, CC11401 Bedford TK Box Trailer, 30501 
Thames Trader Platform Trailer and Container along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint 
although unchecked for completeness in Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note some of these models have previously 
been on display).  (13) 

 £50 - £60 

1091. Corgi Classics a group of boxed mainly Tankers/Lorries and similar models to include 12501 Foden 4-wheel Rigid 
Truck Set "Blue Circle Cement", 30401 Thames Trader Elliptical Tanker "Gulf Oil", 31005 Bedford S Type Articulated Elliptical 
Cylindrical Tanker and Land Rover Set "Shell/BP" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus 
although unchecked for completeness or correctness in Good outer boxes although some end flaps are missing (please note 
these models have been on display at some point so therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and all do 
require a further clean).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

1092. Corgi Classics a group of boxed mainly Commercial models comprising of 27301 Atkinson Cylindrical Tanker Set 
"Bulwark Transport Ltd", 16302 Scammell Highwayman & Tanker Trailer Set "Esso", 16401 Scammell Highwayman & 33ft 
Trailer Set "Siddle C. Cooke Ltd" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus although unchecked 
for completeness or correctness in Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note these models have been on display at some 
point so therefore small pieces may be missing, broken off or loose and require a further clean).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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1093. Corgi Classics "Chipperfield's Circus" a boxed group to include 97896 AEC Pole Truck, 97886 Scammell Highwayman 
with Crane, 97888 Foden Close Pole Truck with Caravan along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to 
Good Plus in Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes (please note some of these models have been on display at some point 
therefore are unchecked for completeness or correctness).  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1094. Corgi a boxed group of Circus Related Vehicles/Sets to include 11201 ERF KV Artic with Cages, Lions, Tigers, 
Pedestal & Tamer "Chipperfield's Circus", 16101 Scammell Highwayman Crane Set "John Crowe & Sons - The Showman's 
Range", 97891 2-piece Set comprising of A.E.C Mercury Truck & Trailer "Billy Smart's Circus", CC02001 "Premium Edition" a 
Mini Van "Billy Smart's - The Greatest Show on Earth" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good 
Plus in Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note it appears some of these models have been on display therefore may have 
pieces missing, broken off or loose and they have not been checked for completeness or correctness).  (8) 

 £60 - £70 

1095. Corgi a group of boxed mainly Commercial/Tankers/Trucks and similar to include 2912 "Guy Invincible" 8-wheel 
Platform Lorry "Wynns", 55605 "The Connoisseur Collection" Diamond T Wrecker "Blackpool Transport" x 2, 16306 Scammell 
Highwayman Tanker with diecast petrol pump "Shell & BP - Petroleum Products" along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good to Good Plus in Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes (please note these models have been on display 
previously and therefore may have piece missing, broken off or loose and would benefit from a further clean).  (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1096. Corgi Classics a group of boxed mainly Brewery related vehicles along with others to include  97317 Foden Flatbed 
with barrels and chains "Scottish & Newcastle", 97319 ERF Cylindrical Tanker "Bass Worthington", 97752 2-vehicle set 
comprising of a Bedford O Series & Thornycroft Beer Truck "The Ruddles" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to 
be Good to Good Plus in Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes (please note these models do appear to have been on display at 
some point therefore are unchecked for completeness/correctness and may have small pieces missing, loose or broken off 
along with requiring a further clean).  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1097. Corgi Classics a group of mainly boxed Commercial, Tankers, Trucks and similar models comprising of 97372 Atkinson 
Cylindrical Tanker "Mackeson", 97328 AEC Elliptical Tanker "Major", 97091 Bedford Pantechnicon "Luckings" along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes (please note these 
models do appear to have been displayed at some point and therefore are not checked for completeness/correctness and may 
have pieces missing, broken off or loose and also they would benefit from a further clean).  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1098. Corgi a boxed group of mainly Brewery related models along with others to include 10001 ERF KV Artic Trailer & 
Barrels "William McEwan & Company Limited", 97931 AEC Flatbed "Greenall Whitley Brewery", 97840 Scammell Highwayman 
Tanker "Shell Mex/BP" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Good Plus to Excellent 
outer boxes (please note these models do appear to have been displayed at some point and therefore are not checked for 
completeness/correctness and may have pieces missing, broken off or loose along with benefiting from a further clean).  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1099. Corgi Classics "The Brewery Collection" a boxed group to include 19601 Bedford S Bottle Truck Set "Bass 
Worthington", 12401 Foden Delivery Truck Set "Fremlins", 09801 ERF Delivery Truck Set "John Smiths" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Good outer boxes although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness (please note these models have been previously displayed therefore may have small pieces 
missing, broken off or loose and all models will need a further clean).  (10) 

 £60 - £70 
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1100. Corgi Classics "Whisky Collection" a boxed group comprising of 11401 ERF KV Artic Box Trailer "Black and White", 
26001 Albion Lorry "Ballantine's", 21001 Albion Clydesdale Platform Lorry "White Horse", 21303 AEC Ergomatic with Box 
Trailer "Bell's" & 20801 AEC Artic Tanker "Johnnie Walker".  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Good 
Plus to Excellent outer boxes although not checked for completeness or correctness (please note these models have previously 
been on display therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and would further benefit from a clean).  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

1101. Corgi a boxed Fire Service group to include C1143/2 Aerial Ladder Truck "American Lafrance", 97321 Aerial Ladder 
Truck "Centerville Fire Department/American Lafrance", 97355 AEC Pump Escape Fire Engine "The Nottingham" along with 
others.  Conditions generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Good to Good Plus outer boxes although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness and some boxes do appear to have slight splitting to corners (please note these 
models have been out on display previously or at some point and therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose 
and do require a further clean).  (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1102. Corgi a boxed "Premium Editions" group to include 55608 Diamond T Wrecker "Watneys", 33101 "Public Transport" 
Dennis Lancet Coach "Smiths of Reading", 10103 "Fleets of Renown" an ERF V 8-wheel Dropside Lorry "Ken Thomas Ltd" 
along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes 
complete with outer slip sleeves although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some models require 
a further clean. (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1103. Corgi Classics "Building Britain" a boxed group to include 13904 Foden S21 8-wheel Platform Lorry with Cement Bags 
"Blue Circle Cement", 17702 Scammell Constructor (x 2) & 24-wheel Girder Trailer "Wimpy", 31008 Bedford S Low Loader with 
Luffing Shovel & Thames Trader Tipper "Wimpy" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note these models have been previously on display therefore are not 
checked for completeness or correctness and may require a further clean).  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1104. Corgi a boxed Guinness related group to include 24901 Leyland Beaver Platform Lorry with Trailer and Transportable 
Tanks, 22503 Bedford TK Articulated Platform Trailer with crates, 15007 Scammell Scarab, 22504 Bedford TK Platform Trailer 
and container along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus although unchecked for completeness in 
Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note it appears some of these models have been previously displayed therefore 
would benefit from a further clean).  (12) 

 £70 - £80 

1105. Corgi "Vintage Glory of Steam" a boxed group to include 80201 Foden Steam Wagon "Tate & Lyle", 80001 Super 
Sentinel Steam Wagon with crates "Tate & Lyle", 80102 Fowler B6 Road Locomotive "Talisman" Low Loader and cylinder load 
"Pickfords" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent outer 
boxes (some of these models appear to have been on display and therefore are unchecked for completeness or correctness 
and would benefit from a further clean).  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1106. Corgi "Vintage Glory of Steam" a boxed group to include 80108 Fowler B6 Crane Engine (Wolverhampton Wanderer", 
"John Fowler & Co", 80004 Sentinel Platform Lorry with oil drums "Wynns", 80305 4CD Road Tractor, Trailers & Log Load 
"Wynns" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer boxes 
(please note it appears some of these models have been previously displayed therefore would benefit from a further clean and 
have not been checked for completeness or correctness).  (6) 

 £40 - £60 
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1107. Corgi a boxed Guinness related group to include 55801 Kenworth T925 with Semi Box Trailer, 08008 Bedford CA Van 
& Minivan 1/43rd scale 2-vehicle set, 50703 Mack LJ with Fruehauf Trailer, 21101 AEC Ergomatic Tanker along with others. 
Conditions all generally range from Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer boxes although unchecked for 
completeness or correctness along with some boxes do suffer from fading (please note it appears some of these models if not 
all of these have been on display as some point and therefore may have some pieces missing and would also benefit from a 
further clean).  (10) 

 £70 - £90 

1108. Corgi Modern Trucks and similar a group of boxed "DAF" models comprising of CC14101/A DAF 105 XF Box Trailer 
"Corgi Collector 200th Edition Special", 75401 Leyland DAF Curtainside "James Irlam & Sons Ltd" & 75402 Leyland DAF 
Curtainside "Tate & Lyle".  Conditions generally appear to be Good in Good outer boxes/rigid perspex display cases (please 
note these models have previously been on display and are therefore unchecked for completeness or correctness and may 
have pieces missing, broken off or loose, also the two models in the perspex display case have become loose from fastenings).  
(3) 

 £40 - £50 

1109. Corgi Modern Trucks and similar a group of boxed models comprising of CC13906 Foden Alpha Curtainside "Ritchie 
Transport", 75902 Leyland DAF Powder Tanker "Blue Circle Cement" & 75406 Leyland DAF Curtainside "Kenny Thomas Ltd".  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note these 
models have previously been on display and therefore are unchecked for completeness or correctness and may have small 
pieces missing, broken off or loose and would all benefit from a further clean).  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1110. Corgi a boxed group of Commercial Vehicles comprising of Flatbed Trucks, Curtainsiders and similar to include 
TY87006 "Super Haulers" DAF 95' Short Wheel Base & Close Coupler Trailer "Pickfords", CC12601 Scammell Crusader 
Flatbed Trailer "J.R. Adams", CC18108/A "Corgi Collector Club Exclusive Model" Scania Fridge "30th Anniversary of the Corgi 
Collector Club" x 2 along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good outer boxes 
(please note these models have been previously on display and are therefore unchecked for completeness or correctness and 
may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and would also benefit from a further clean).  (12) 

 £50 - £60 

1111. Corgi a boxed Bus/Coach group to include 91905 Plaxton Coach "Nottingham City Coaches", C675/9 Metrobus 
"Sandfords", C769/7 Volvo Bus "SAS Flybussen", C769/8 Volvo Bus "Bluebird Express" along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear Good although unchecked for completeness/correctness in Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note all 
these models have previously been out on display and are all therefore loose inside the packaging and all will require a further 
clean).  (20) 

 £40 - £50 

1112. Dinky & Corgi a boxed group of Buses to include Dinky 289 Routemaster Bus "Esso Safety Grip Tyres", Dinky 297 
Double Decker Bus "Silver Jubilee Bus", Corgi 468 Routemaster Bus "Outspan" x 2 along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good in Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note these models have been out on display and there are 
therefore loose in packaging and all will require a further clean).  (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1113. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed group to include 42608 Bedford OB Coach "Yelloway Motor Services 
Limited", 41907 Leyland PD3 'Queen Mary' "Lancaster City Transport", 97944 Leyland PD2 "Newcastle Corporation and 
Electricity Undertaking", 97813 BUT 961T "Brighton Corporation Transport" along with others. Conditions all generally appear 
Good in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases although the majority of the bases are loose (please note these models have 
been previously on display and are therefore unchecked for completeness/correctness and all require a further clean along with 
them all being loose inside packaging.   (20) 

 £50 - £60 
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1114. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed group to include 42718 Van Hoole Alizee "Seagull Coaches", 42726 
Van Hoole Alizee (with air-con) "Shearings", 97835 Leyland Leopard "Ribble Motor Services Limited" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear Good in Good outer rigid perspex cases along with Fair cardboard slip cases (please note all 
these models have previously been on display and are all therefore loose within their packaging, all require a further clean and 
some models may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose). (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1115. Corgi Original Omnibus "Bus Operators in Britain Series" a boxed group to include 42901 Optare Delta "Go-Ahead 
Gateshead - Super Shuttle", 41801 Leyland PS2 Breakdown Truck "Ribble", 43609 Palatine II "Go North East", 43001 Leyland 
Olympian "Wear Buses - Wallace Arnold" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although 
unchecked for completeness or correctness in Good outer rigid perspex cases (please note all these models have been 
previously out on display and are therefore all loose inside their boxes and may all have small pieces missing, broken off or 
loose and would all further benefit from a clean).  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1116. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company a boxed group to include OM41216 Wright Eclipse Gemini "Go North East X10", 
OM41301 Wright Solar Fusion "Go Ahead North East", 43601 Northern Counties Palatine II "Blackpool Transport" along with 
others.  Conditions all generally appear Good although unchecked for correctness/completeness in Fair to Good packaging 
(please note all these models have been previously out on display and are therefore loose inside packaging along with some 
may have small pieces, broken off or loose and would all further benefit from a clean).  (15) 

 £40 - £60 

1117. Corgi The Original Omnibus a boxed group to include 42903 Optare Delta "Blackpool Transport", OM43603 Plaxton 
Palatine II "Blackpool Transport" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although unch4ecked for 
completeness or correctness in Good outer rigid perspex cases (please note all these models have been previously been out 
on display and possibly have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and would all benefit from further clean along with 
majority of them being loose inside their packaging and some may not actually be in the correct packaging).  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1118. Lledo and similar a boxed group to include DG059029 a Bedford 30kwt Box Van "Eddie Stobart Limited", 80000 1937 
Scammell Tractor "Pickfords", DG099000 1931 Sentinel 7-wheel Flatbed "Blue Circle Portland Cement", 52001 1935 Morris 
Parcels "Pickfords" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer 
packaging (please note some packaging may have suffered from crushing).  (60) 

 £40 - £50 

1119. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA7005 Bedford 'S' Tanker "Mobilgas", VA16009 Commer Dropside "Guinness", 
VA36000 Commer Flatbed "Pickfords" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally 
Good boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from corner tearing/scuffing along with staining and these models have also 
been on display so would therefore benefit from a further clean).  (8) 

 £35 - £45 

1120. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA9000 Ford Thames Trader Tanker "North Eastern Gas", VA7000 Bedford 'S' 
type Tanker "Regent", VA06603 Ford Transit Mk.I Diesel Van "Eddie Stobart" along with others. Conditions all generally appear 
to be Good to Good Plus in Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes (please note these models have been previously on display so 
would therefore benefit from a further clean).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

1121. Vanguards a boxed group to include KT1002 2-vehicle set "Ken Thomas Haulage Trucks of the 50's & 60's", MS1002 
2-vehicle set "Mackeson Service Vans of the 50's & 60's", VA6003 Thames Trader Van "Pickfords", VA7002 Bedford 'S' Tanker 
"Pickfords" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer boxes 
(please note some boxes do suffer from staining and all these models have out previously on display and would therefore 
benefit from a further clean).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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1122. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed Tram related group to include 43504 Blackpool Balloon Tram 
"Illuminations Special", 43508 Balloon Tram "Wall's Ice-Cream", 43503 Blackpool Balloon Tram "Pre-War - Win on Empire" 
along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although unchecked for completeness in Good 
to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note these models have previously been on display and some are therefore loose in 
the packaging and all would benefit from a further clean along with some may be in their wrong boxes).  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1123. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed Tram group to include 43512 Balloon Tram "Pontins", 43514 Balloon 
Tram "Ripley's Pasaje Del Terror" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although 
unchecked for completeness in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note these models have been previously 
displayed therefore some could be in their wrong boxes and all require a further clean).  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1124. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed Tram group to include 43515 Balloon Tram "Car 721, Michelin", 
OM43503 Balloon Tram "Odeon Cinema", 43516 Balloon Tram "Goosebumps" along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (please note these models may have been 
on display and therefore may require a further clean).  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1125. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed Tram group to include 44004 Brush Wheel Coach "Blackpool 
Zoo", 43507 Balloon Tram "Empire Pools", OM44003 Brush Rail Coach "Sandcastle Centre" along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although unchecked for completeness in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes 
(please note some of these models appear to have been on display and therefore require a further clean along with some do 
appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose).   (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1126. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed Tram group to include OM44002 Brush Rail Coach "Terror 
Train", 44006 Brush Rail Coach "Hot Ice" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although 
unchecked for completeness in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note these models have been previously 
displayed and therefore require a further clean along with some models appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or 
loose).  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1127. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed Tram group to include OM43505 Balloon Tram "Walls Ice 
Cream", OM43504 Blackpool Brush Railcoach "Eclipse", OM40503 Feltham Tram "Sunderland Corporation Transport 
Department" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although unchecked for 
completeness in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note these models have previously been on display and 
therefore are loose inside the boxes and also may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and all require a further 
clean).  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1128. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed Tram group to include OM43513 Double Decker Balloon Tram 
"HMS Coastguard", OM44007 Blackpool Brush Tram "Brannigans", OM43512 Blackpool Balloon Tram "Little Italy Pleasure 
Beach" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although unchecked for completeness in 
Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note these models have previously been on display and therefore are loose 
inside the boxes and also may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and all require a further clean).  (6) 

 £50 - £60 
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1129. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed Tram group to include OM43511 Blackpool Balloon Tram "Hot 
Ice (2)", OM44004 Blackpool Brush Railcoach "Mystique", OM44008 Blackpool Brush Railcoach "The Sea Lift Centre" along 
with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although unchecked for completeness in Good to Good 
Plus outer window boxes (please note these models have previously been on display and therefore are loose inside the boxes 
and also may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and all require a further clean).  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1130. Corgi a mixed group of boxed models to include CC09001 Thornycroft Box Van "Corgi Collector Club 21st - 1984 to 
2005", CC07811 Ford Transit "Corgi Master Replica and Cards Inc", 96850 Morris 1000 Pick-up "Panasonic Batteries", 
CC13001 Dennis F15 Rear Pumper Fire Engine "Blackburn Fire Brigade" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to 
be Good to Good Plus in Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note the majority of these models have been previously 
displayed and some may therefore be loose inside the boxes and also may require a further clean).  (23) 

 £40 - £50 

1131. Corgi, Matchbox, Lledo and similar a group of boxed models comprising of 7 x Corgi Collector Club models which 
include CC18009 Volvo FH Fridge Trailer "B.B. Read International of Bridlington", CC18303 Renault Magnum C/S "JMT", 
CC18108 Scania R Fridge "McGeown International Ltd" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is Matchbox "The Dinky 
Collection" DY-8 1948 Commer 8cwt Van "Sharp's Toffee", DY-1B 1967 Jaguar E Type Mk.1 1/2 in yellow, Lledo DG044033 
Scammell 6-wheeler "Wynn's" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although 
unchecked for completeness in Poor to Good outer boxes (please note some of these models do appear to have been 
previously displayed and are therefore loose in packaging and it's also apparent that some models are in their wrong boxes and 
need a further clean).  (32) 

 £40 - £50 

1132. EFE a boxed Bus group to include 15911 Leyland PD1 Highbridge "Barton Transport/Guardian Journal", 12306 
Grenadier Coach "B.O.A.C.", Leyland PD1 Highbridge "Lytham St. Annes" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear 
to be generally Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer window boxes (please note these models appear to have previously been 
displayed therefore would benefit from a further clean along with some boxes do appear to suffer from crushing with some 
having old price stickers to fronts).  (20) 

 £50 - £60 

1133. EFE a boxed group of 1/76th scale Buses to include 14003 Bristol Lodekka "Crossville Coach", 18303 Leyland TS8 
Tiger Type A "Barton Transport", 20002 Leyland PD2/12 Orion "Ribble", 18701 Bedford SB Duple Vega "Orange Luxury" along 
with others.  Conditions generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note 
these models do appear to have been displayed at some point and would benefit from a further clean along with some boxes do 
suffer from crushing/creasing with some having old price stickers to fronts along with scuff marks to corners).  (20) 

 £50 - £60 

1134. EFE a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of AEC Duple Coach "Grey Green", 12204 Cavalier Coach 
"Orange Luxury Coaches", 20004 Leyland PD2/12 Orion "Sunderland" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good outer window boxes (these models appear to have been previously displayed therefore 
would benefit from a further clean and please note some models do appear to be in the wrong boxes).  (20) 

 £50 - £60 

1135. EFE a boxed Bus group to include 26614DL Plaxton Paramount 3500 "Arriva North East", 26605DL Plaxton 
Paramount 3500 "Wallace Arnold", 23707 Alexander Fleetline Bus "Northern General" along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note these models appear to have 
been previously displayed therefore would benefit from a further clean along with some boxes do suffer from crushing/tearing).  
(15) 

 £40 - £50 
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1136. EFE a boxed Bus group to include 15708 Plaxton Coach "Bartons Transport", 20418 "D-Regulation" Bristol VRIII 
"Wallis Arnold", 32205 Bristol RELH Coach "United N.B.C", 26606 "D-Regulation" Plaxton Paramount 3500 "Shearings" along 
with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note 
these models do appear to have been previously displayed therefore loose in boxes and would benefit from a further clean 
along with some boxes do have old price stickers to fronts).  (16) 

 £40 - £50 

1137. EFE a boxed mainly Bus group of models/sets comprising of a 2-vehicle set "Timpson's & Surrey Motors Coach Set",  
2-vehicle set "Barton Transport Limited", 3-vehicle set "The Taylor Woodrow Story", 26605 "D-Regulation" Plaxton Paramount 
3500 "Wallis Arnold" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer 
packaging (please note some model do appear to have been previously displayed therefore would benefit further from a clean 
along with some models do appear loose in packaging).  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1138. EFE a boxed OO Scale group to include E10107 Double Decker Bus "London Transport/Dulux", E10106 Double 
Decker Bus "London Transport/Hovis", E10204 Opentop Bus "Colmans Mustard" along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer window boxes although unchecked for completeness/correctness (please 
note it appears some of these models have previously on display and therefore require a further clean along with some models 
do appear to have placed in incorrect boxes).  (21) 

 £40 - £50 

1139. EFE a boxed OO Scale group to include 13101 Atkinson Dropside 8W "Dents of Spennymoor" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note does appear that 
some of these models have previously displayed and are therefore loose in the boxes along with some models have been 
placed in incorrect boxes and would benefit from a further clean).  (33) 

 £50 - £60 

1140. Playmobil G Gauge (Garden Railway/similar) mainly plastic constructed train set which is battery operated complete 
with remote control and consisting of a 0-4-0 Class Tank Loco along with 2 x Coaches, 2 x Goods Wagons and other 
accessories which include straight and curved track, platform and platform furniture along with figures etc. Condition generally 
appears to be Good to Good Plus although nothing has been checked for completeness and this set has not been tested.  (lg 
in 2 boxes) 

 £60 - £70 

1141. Kato-Precision Railroad Models a group of Railway Accessories consisting of a group of N Gauge Kato layout 
accessories comprising of Double Track Sections, Elevated Piers, Fencing etc. This would suit an N Gauge modeller. Also to 
include a Kato N Gauge layout plans brochure/catalogue. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus with some 
fencing accessories still attached to sprues.  (lg qty) 

 £70 - £90 

1142. Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox and similar small group of boxed/carded and unboxed models comprising of Matchbox No.11 
Petrol Tanker, Dinky "Supertoys" 965 Euclid Rear Dump Truck in yellow, Corgi "Juniors" carded/blister pack No.26 ERF Fire 
Engine, Corgi 5-vehicle Emergency Vehicles and similar boxed set along with others. Conditions all generally range from Fair to 
Near Mint in Poor to Fair packaging where applicable.  (12) 

 £25 - £35 

1143. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Military vehicles (1) 55101 United States Armed Forces Diamond T Tanker 
Transporter plus M60 A1 Medium Tank, (2) 69901 British Army Centurion Mark III Tank plus Saladin Armoured Car, (3) 69902 
British Army Bedford MK High Canvas Back Truck plus 25lb Gun - generally Good Plus to Excellent although unchecked for 
completeness in Fair to Excellent boxes although some boxes do have old price stickers to fronts. (3) 

 £30 - £40 
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1144. A pair of battery-operated wire control Tanks - Sherman Tank or similar - both are military green/yellow camouflage 
with US Army decals, black rubber tracks, both have military green plastic wired controllers. Conditions generally appear to be 
Fair to Good although untested and unchecked for completeness in Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note these boxes 
do suffer from crushing). 

 £15 - £20 

1145. McDonald's and similar a large group of bagged and loose Promotional Toys mainly for the McDonald's chain along 
with a quantity of loose unpackaged rubber Dinosaurs, Crocodiles and similar to include Happy Meal "Sitting Ducks", Happy 
Meal "Teenie" Beanie Babies, Happy Meal Disneyland Paris along with others.  This lot is well worth a good sort through. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Excellent in Fair to Good outer packaging where applicable. (lg qty) 

 £10 - £15 

1146. A kit related group to include extra parts, tools including screws and others, items from kit makers such as Pocher plus 
others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (lg qty in 2 boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

1147. A quantity of soft/plush toys comprising of bears, ducks, cats and similar along with a quantity of vintage toys, building 
blocks etc. to include Mega Blocks building blocks, vintage toy snare drum by Fuji, vintage children’s china tea set along with 
others - conditions range from Fair to Good in Fair to Good outer packaging where applicable (not checked for completeness 
and tea set does have pieces broken). (lg qty) 

 £10 - £15 

1148. Shoot, Goal, Topical Times and similar a group of Football related Magazines, Books and similar to include quantity of 
Shoot Magazines to include 1st issue ranging from 1969 to 1972, Goal Magazine range from 1971 to 1972, The Topical Times 
Football Book 1961/1962, Tiger Book of Soccer Stars 1973 along with others. Also to include "The Sun" Scrapbook 
Encyclopaedia of Football 1971 which contains small quantity of cards already attached to pages along with other football 
related items. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good Plus (magazines are all potentially reader copies).  
(qty) 

 £5 - £10 

1149. Bayko, a large interesting quantity which includes original boxes comprising 2 x Converting Set which is blue with 
yellow label, 2 x Converting Set in red with white label, 1 x Converting Set, a Building Set and others along with a large quantity 
of building accessories including roofs, window, buildings, bases and other various similar accessories.  Accessories all appear 
to be Fair to Mint with the boxes being Poor to Fair. (large qty of accessories plus 8 boxes). 

 £150 - £180 

1150. A quantity of miscellaneous items comprising of hard and soft backed books, DVD’s plus a quantity of large and small 
soft fluffy toys to include DVD “John Bishop Live - The Sunshine Tour”; DVD “Jack Whitehall - Live”; Hard backed DIY book 
“Step by Step Home Projects”; Hard backed Book “Breaking Dawn” by Stephanie Meyer along with others. Soft toys include 
teddy bears, dogs, dolphins, seals and others.  Conditions generally range from Good to Excellent (DVD’s have not been 
tested). (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

1151. Corgi 1127 a boxed Bedford Simon Snorkel Fire Engine - red, silver platforms, yellow interior and basket with fireman 
figures inside cockpit, spun hubs. (Please note the stand-up fireman which is meant to be inside basket is missing). Condition 
generally appears to be Good in Good blue and yellow lift off lid with detailed picture complete with polystyrene tray (please 
note lift off lid does suffer from corner scuffing and tearing and polystyrene tray does have small pieces chipped off along with 
some slight crushing), also to include in this lot is a small number of mainly unboxed "Models of Yesteryear" models comprising 
of Y-4 1911 Ford Model T, Y-12 1909 Thomas Flyabout along with others. Conditions of these generally appear to be Poor to 
Fair.  (22) 

 £50 - £60 
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1152. Coronet, Super Snaps and similar a small group of miniature modern issue and antique midget/miniature Cameras to 
include in particular a 1920's antique Coronet "Midget" 16mm Camera which is olive green/Bakelite and still has the nameplate 
intact to front complete with green leather effect case, a Coronet "Cameo" Major Camera which also has the nameplate still 
intact to front complete with original box along with others. Conditions of the cameras all range from Fair to Good in Fair to 
Good original packaging (please note the Coronet Midget leather effect case suffers from splitting and general wear and tear 
along with the original Coronet Cameo box although altogether has come apart and does suffer from tearing/ripping of end 
panels). This is a very interesting lot especially the original Coronet miniature cameras which are now quite hard to come by 
and very collectable.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1153. Royal Doulton a group of limited edition "Heroes of the Sky" Collectors Plates which include "Lancaster Low 
Overhead", "Defiant Home For Tea", "A Mosquito over the Lakes" along with others, also to include is 2 x larger plates entitled 
"Flight Over Lincoln & Fighter Command". Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions do generally appear to be 
generally Good.  (17 in 2 boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

1154. A group of Music relate items which includes a Columbia "Viva-Tonal Grafonola" a wind-up Gramophone Record 
Player along with a small number of vintage gramophone needles. Condition of this gramophone does appear to be Poor and 
does suffer from fatigue and heavy rusting on the metal parts. Please note this gramophone player has not been tested and has 
not been checked for completeness. Also to include in this lot is a small number of vinyl albums and singles comprising of 
"West Side Story" original sound track, Elvis Presley "Separate Ways", Barry Manilow "Manilow Magic" along with others. 
Conditions of the vinyl all appear to be Poor to Fair in Poor to Fair sleeves where applicable (please note none of the vinyl has 
been played and tested).  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1155. A quantity of vintage and recent issue Cigarette Packets & Cigarette Tins comprising of Players "Navy Cut" cigarette tin 
x 2, Lambert & Butler "Log Cabin" cigarette tin, Carreras "Black Cat" cigarette packet, W.D.&H.O. Wills "Woodbine" cigarette 
packet along with others. Please note there is much duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Good 
with the cigarette tins suffering from rusting.  (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

1156. A quantity of vintage Games and Sports Equipment which include a vintage Tennis Racket "The Match" which appears 
Poor along with small amount of wooden and metal vintage tennis racket presses which also appear Poor (please note the 
metal parts on the presses do suffer from rusting and pitting). Also to include in this lot is a small number of vintage toys/games 
to include Chad Valley "My Hat" Shooting Game, a Fuzzy-Felt Set "Horses Chevaux", a vintage Pin Football Game along with 
others. Condition of these games all appear Poor in Poor to Fair boxes where applicable (please note no games have been 
checked for completeness or correctness.  (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

1157. Corgi Classics a boxed group of mainly Commercial vehicles to include 87126 a Bedford O Van "National Coal Board", 
97162 Atkinson Elliptical Tanker "Pollock of Musselburgh", 98449 white Petrol Tanker "The Petrol Corporation", 97913 
Scammell Scarab "Railfreight" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for 
completeness in Good to Good Plus boxes (please note some boxes do have old price stickers to front).  (11) 

 £40 - £60 

1158. Corgi Classics a boxed group of mainly Buses & Trams to include a 97801 Sunbeam W Utility Trolleybus "Maidstone 
Corporation", 97827 Daimler CWA 6 Utility Bus "Sheffield Corporation", 97268 Double Deck Tram "London County Council" 
along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note all of 
these boxes have old price stickers to fronts).  (10) 

 £40 - £50 
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1159. Corgi Classics, Revell, Ertl and similar to include Corgi Class 97707 Alpine Rally Set, Corgi Classics 97893 AEC 
Mercury Truck & Trailer "J. Ayers", Revell 1/18th scale "Metal" Nazca M12 "Italdesign" along with others. Conditions all 
generally range from Fair to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some boxes do have old price 
stickers to the fronts and nothing has been checked for completeness).  (15) 

 £40 - £60 

1160. Playmobil and similar a group of boxed Children's Kits/Sets to include Playmobil 3976 "Adventskalendr", Playmobil 
3978 "Adventskalendr", Playmobil 3997 Nativity Set along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
Good Plus to Excellent outer packaging (boxes all appear to be still factory sealed). Also to include in this lot is 2 x shop display 
pieces (Do It Yourself) Super Dough - Make Your Own TV Related and similar Super Hero figure out of Playdoh or similar 
complete with paints. One shop display unit holds x 6 pieces and the other shop display unit holds x 4 pieces with 2 pieces 
missing. Conditions of these generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer packaging/display 
units.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

1161. Action Man and TV Related group of items to include 3 x Action Man "Stalker" figure with an electronic light and sound 
battle weapon which appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes along with a glass poster 
"Game of Thrones" measuring approx 60cm wide x 30cm in height along with 2 x battery operated light-up note books one 
belonging to (1) "Lord of the Rings" & (2) Harry Potter". Also to include in this lot is a "Game of Thrones" boxed "Hand of the 
Kingpin" fantasy pin or similar. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good outer packaging where 
applicable.  (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1162. Shell/Classico, Cararama, Schabak along with others a group of boxed and unboxed diecast models which also 
includes Military models to include Schabak 1008 a Volkswagen Golf GTi, Cararama "Willys" Jeep, Shell "Classico" Ferrari 
1961 400 "Superamerica", Minichamps 1/43rd scale Generation Golf along with others. Conditions all generally range from Fair 
to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer packaging where applicable.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

1163. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear/Collectables" a boxed group to include Matchbox Collectables "Power of the Press" x 
8 boxed models, YPP01 to YPP06 comprising YPP01 1910 Renault AG "Le Figaro", YPP05 1932 Ford AA Truck "The LA 
Times", YPP06 1920 Mack AC "Pravda" along with others. Also to include Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y-26 1918 
Crossley "Beer Lorry", Matchbox "The Dinky Collection" DY-8 1948 Commer 8kwt Van "Sharp's Toffee" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent outer packaging.  (12) 

 £30 - £50 

1164. Corgi a boxed CC00603 Thunderbirds "FAB 1" 40th Anniversary. Condition does generally appear to Near Mint to Mint 
in Good Plus to Excellent outer window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1165. Corgi "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed Special Edition group to include YS-38 1920 Rolls Royce Armoured Car, YS-9 
1936 Leyland "Cub" Fire Engine x 2, Y-21 1894 Aveling Porter Steam Engine x 2 along with others (please note there is 
duplication in this lot). Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in Good 
Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete with outer mailing boxes.  (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1166. Corgi, Pauls Model Art, Bburago and similar a group of boxed diecast models comprising of Pauls Model Art "Micro 
Champs" 1/64th scale Formula 1 Benetton B193 "Patrese", Corgi CS90020 "Fighter Scramble" BF109 Messerschmitt 
"Luftwaffe", Corgi 91919 Plaxton Paramount Coach "Shearings", Bburago 1/43rd scale Porsche 911 along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some 
packaging does suffer from crushing). Also to include in this lot is 2 x bagged CS90154 "100 Years of Flight" Time Line Displays 
for the Corgi Showcase Models which appear to be Near Mint to Mint in still sealed Excellent factory packaging.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 
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1167. Lledo, Ertl, EFE and similar a group of boxed diecast models comprising of Ertl "Classic Vehicles" a 1/43rd scale 
Checker Cab in yellow, Shell "Classico" Ferrari 1961 400 "Superamerica", EFE E10901 Tanker "Heygates Flower" along with 
others (please note there is duplication in this lot). Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good 
Plus outer packaging (please note some window boxes do suffer from crushing).  (27) 

 £25 - £35 

1168. Matchbox 31c Lincoln "Continental" semi-matt sea green, in scarce late issue type F2 box. Condition appears to be 
Good Plus to Excellent in Fair outer box (please note box does suffer from creasing/corner wear along with one end flap has 
been sellotaped closed with clear tape). 

 £10 - £15 

1169. Matchbox, Corgi and similar a group of boxed/carded models comprising mainly of MB38/44 issues but also includes 
other similar items comprising of a Matchbox carded/blister pack 1968 Ford Mustang "GT/CS", Matchbox MB38 Ford Model A 
"Pepsi Cola", Corgi "The Muppets" carded blister packed "Rizzo's" Pepper Roadster, a Corgi carded/blister packed "Steady 
Eddie - Oliver Overdrive", Matchbox MB44 Citroen 15 in black along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some packaging does suffer from crushing/tearing and 
there is also duplication in this lot).  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

1170. A pair of Porsche and Mercedes Pedal Cars - impressive models (1) Biemme (Italy) Porsche Carrera 4 - red plastic 
body with steel running gear, cranks, pedals, lacks the front steering tie-rod and the rear engine cover but does include the 
steering wheel - a Fair basis for some restoration, 40"/101cm long. (2) TT Toys (Italy) Mercedes 300SL Pedal Car - red painted 
plastic body with steel frame, cranks, pedals and running gear, lacks steering wheel and some cracks to bodywork above the 
rear wings but still includes its separately applied bumpers - a Fair basis for some restoration, 48"/123cm long.  (2) 

 £15 - £20 

1171. A group of vintage Cine Film Equipment to include a Sekonic 80P 8mm Film Projector with Pathescope 400ft metal 
reel, 110 to 240V, AC50-60 C/S, 8V 50-watt lamp.  Also to include an Atlas Projector Lamp (A1/17 8V 50-watt P30S), 1 x Boots 
8mm Cine Camera, F1.8, 13mm.  A vintage Hunter "Starlight" Portable Projector Screen measuring 36" squared on tripod base 
in original box.  One Patterson 8mm Cine Editor with 2 x 8mm 200ft empty reels and original instruction leaflet.  A Quick Splice 
Kit (Hudson Photographic Industries) for 8mm or 16mm movie film, including splice tapes.  Also to include a Boots Compact 
Splicer with instruction leaflet, Boots 4000TL Slide Viewer with double lenses for viewing 35mm, Instamatic, Half-frame and 
Superslide transparencies - battery-operated with 4 x C size R/4R batteries.  Although unchecked believed to be in working 
condition with condition of all the other items being Good. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

1172. A group of vintage Cine Film Empty Reels comprising of 8 x 8mm 50ft empty film reels some are Kodak manufacture.  
Also 9 x Photax and Boots 8mm 200ft empty film reels.  Condition all Good. (17) 

 £30 - £50 

1173. Wooden Display Cabinets x 2 which appear to be possibly homemade with Pine or similar tongue and groove 
construction back panels along with perspex front hinged openings which both measure 90cm wide x 68cm high x 12cm deep 
approximately (please note the height does include the decorative plinth which is on top of both cabinets).  These cabinets are 
bottom opening with hinges to top and both have 6 x glass shelves (please note these cabinets do have small tin reproduction 
advertising signs fastened to the sides and top for decorative reasons).  Conditions generally appear Good but do suffer from 
scratching/scuffing etc and they do appear to have been used at some point. (2) 

 £35 - £45 
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1174. Wooden Display Cabinets x 2 which appear to be possibly homemade with Pine or similar tongue and groove 
construction back panels along with perspex front hinged openings which both measure 90cm wide x 68cm high x 12cm deep 
approximately (please note the height does include the decorative plinth which is on top of both cabinets).  These cabinets are 
bottom opening with hinges to top and both have 6 x glass shelves (please note these cabinets do have small tin reproduction 
advertising signs fastened to the sides and top for decorative reasons).  Conditions generally appear Good but do suffer from 
scratching/scuffing etc and they do appear to have been used at some point. (2) 

 £35 - £45 

1175. Wooden Display Cabinets x 2 which appear to be possibly homemade with Pine or similar tongue and groove 
construction back panels along with perspex front hinged openings which both measure 90cm wide x 68cm high x 12cm deep 
approximately (please note the height does include the decorative plinth which is on top of both cabinets).  These cabinets are 
bottom opening with hinges to top and both have 6 x glass shelves (please note these cabinets do have small tin reproduction 
advertising signs fastened to the sides and top for decorative reasons).  Conditions generally appear Good but do suffer from 
scratching/scuffing etc and they do appear to have been used at some point. (2) 

 £35 - £45 

1176. A wooden Display Cabinet measuring approximately 64cm wide x 86cm high x 12cm deep with 8 x glass shelves.  
This cabinet does appear to be homemade and has a Pine or similar tongue and groove construction back panel (this cabinet is 
bottom opening with hinges to top).  Condition does appear to be Good although it does suffer from scratching/scuffing etc.  
Cabinet also has a perspex/plastic clear front. (1) 

 £20 - £30 

1177. A large tin vintage enamel plated Advertising Sign "Singer Sewing Machines" measuring approximately 60cm wide x 
90cm high.  This beautiful vintage enamel sign appears to be pre-war and is dated 1933 and states on the bottom T.P. 
Bruxelles which possibly signifies that this was made in Brussels. Condition is generally Good but does suffer from the normal 
problems that tinplate enamel signs suffer from which is chipping to enamel, rust, metal fatigue and bending.  Please note this 
has 6 mount holes drilled in, 2 at the top, 2 at the bottom and 2 in the middle all on the outer edges. The back of this signage 
does also suffer from the usual rusting which is familiar with this type of enamel signage.  Please note this is very heavy. (1) 

 £100 - £150 

1178. A small interesting Railway lot comprising of a Hornby Dublo (Meccano Limited) Level Crossing, a boxed 32mm 
Tender No.30 "Hornby Trains" (please note it is not confirmed if this tender is the correct tender for the box) along with a 
number of other small items which are mainly all train, railway related.  (small qty) 

 £5 - £10 

1179. MB Games, Corgi, Ariel and similar a large quantity of boxed and unboxed Games, Board Games, Electronic Toys and 
similar which also includes TV Related toys to include Corgi boxed "Decoders" Challenge Set, MB Games "Wizzword", MB 
Games "Deflection", Vintage Ariel Game "Wembley" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a remote control "A-Team" 
Van, an electronic "Super Commander" battery operated Robot along with others. Conditions all generally appear to range from 
Fair to Good although none have been checked for completeness and nothing has been tested.  (lg qty in 3 boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

1180. Spear & Sons Ltd small quantity of "Brickplayer" Building Brick items comprising of a boxed "Brickplayer" Kit No.3 
along with small quantity of extra Brickplayer windows and other accessories. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair 
to Good in Poor outer boxes where applicable. Please note nothing has been checked for completeness.  (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

1181. Creative Master Northcord & Britbus a group of boxed diecast Buses to include UK Bus 6023 "Arriva", UK Bus 5021 
Mercedes-Benz "Citylink", UK Bus 3030 Docksford Clipper which is limited to 623 of 1000 along with others. Also to include a 
Britbus 1/76th scale 6203 Scania Metropolitan Double Decker "Tyneside P.T.E". Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint 
to Mint in Excellent boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £60 
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1182. Joal, Revell, Atlas Editions, Lledo and similar a boxed group of mixed models comprising of Commercials, Vehicles 
and similar to include Joal CB534 Road Compactor "Caterpillar", Revell "box model" 8463 Jaguar Tipo 'E' Spyder "Guida SX", 
Lledo "Trackside" DG150000 Foden S21 with Flatbed Trailer & Cement Bags load "Blue Circle Cement", Atlas Editions 1/43rd 
scale "Classic Sports Cars" MGB "Roadster" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint in 
Good to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some models do appear loose in packaging). Also to include in this lot is a 
Revell 1/25th scale plastic model kit - Austin Healey 100-Six which appears to be Good Plus in Good Plus outer pictorial lift off 
lid box (contents not checked for completeness) along with a boxed hand crafted porcelain 1928 Model A Ford Wine/Spirits 
Decanter.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1183. A large quantity of hard back Books along with Magazines relating to collecting and manufacturers catalogues to 
include a quantity of hard back books "The World of Automobiles" range from Volume 1 to 22, quantity of magazines with 
binders "On the Road" by Marshall Cavendish along with Corgi collectors magazines and similar (contents have not been 
checked for completeness and complete runs). Conditions all generally appear to be Good.  (qty in 2 heavy boxes) 

 £10 - £15 

1184. Picture Pride 2 x wooden/glass wall mounted cabinets measuring approx 75cm wide x 83cm high x 8cm deep. Both 
cabinets come complete with 9 glass shelves. Conditions both appear to be Good with both cabinets appearing to have small 
knocks/dings to outer edges.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1185. Picture Pride 2 x wooden/glass wall mounted cabinets measuring approx 55cm wide x 83cm high x 8cm deep. Both 
cabinets come complete with 7 glass shelves. Conditions both appear to be Good with both cabinets appearing to have small 
knocks/dings to outer edges.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1186. Picture Pride 2 x wooden/glass wall mounted cabinets measuring approx 66cm wide x 44cm high x 8cm deep. Both 
cabinets come complete with 5 glass shelves. Conditions both appear to be Good with both cabinets appearing to have small 
knocks/dings to outer edges.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1187. Picture Pride a wall modern wooden/glass display cabinet measuring approx 56cm wide x 84cm high x 8cm deep 
which comes complete with 9 glass shelves. This display cabinet appears to be Good although does suffer from slight 
scratches/chips/dings to the outer edge. Also to include in this lot is 5 vacuum form display cases with x 3 measuring 53cm 
wide x 35cm high x 6cm deep and hold x 20 models along with x 2 measuring 53cm wide x 35cm high x 8cm deep with x 4 
rows which run full length of these 2 display cases. Conditions of these vacuum form cases appear to be generally Good 
although the front plastic lift off lids are all age yellowed and on some are almost impossible to see-through.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1188. EFE a group of boxed Buses to include 16101 Leyland PD2 Highbridge "Wigan Corporation", 15611 Routemaster Bus 
"Burnley & Pendle/Eastenders", 16402 London R.T. with roof box "Premium Bonds" along with others.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £60 

1189. EFE a group of boxed Buses to include 16003 Leyland PD2 Lowbridge "East Kent/Littlewoods", 20105 Bedford OB 
Coach "Eastern Counties", 16516 Leyland Atlantean "Portsmouth" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £60 

1190. EFE a group of boxed Buses to include 20107 Bedford OB Coach "Premier Watford", 15904 Leyland PD1 Highbridge 
"City Coach Company", 16501 Leyland Atlantean "Ribble" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to 
Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £60 
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1191. EFE a group of boxed Buses to include 20114 Bedford OB Coach "Wilts & Dorset", 26401 Daimler Utility Bus "Wilts & 
Dorset", 16303 Bristol LS Bus "Thames Valley" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint 
in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £60 

1192. EFE a group of boxed Buses to include 31101 Leyland PD2 Highbridge "Silver Star", 27310 Leyland TD1 Closed Rear 
"Hants & Dorset", 16316 Bristol LS "Eastern National" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to 
Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £60 

1193. EFE a group of boxed Buses to include 12304 Cavalier Coach "Southdown", 20303 Bristol VR Series II "Southdown", 
20411 "D-Regulation" Bristol VR Series III "Western National" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £60 

1194. EFE a boxed Bus group to include 18605 Bristol VRIII Opentop "Provincial", 20429 Bristol BR3 "Solent Blue Line", 
30605 AEC Renown Bus "Hants & Dorset NBC" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint 
in Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes.  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1195. EFE a boxed Bus group to include 34905 Leyland Olympian Coach "Damory Coaches", 25804 "D-Regulation" Daimler 
DMS Bus "Western National", 20609 "D-Regulation" Plaxton Pointer Dennis Dart "Plymouth Citybus" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes.  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1196. EFE a boxed Bus group to include 24401 Alexander Fleetline (BMO) "London Transport", 29301 Leyland Olympian 
type A "Wilts & Dorset", 26604 Plaxton Paramount 3500 "Greenline Invicta" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to 
be Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes.  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1197. EFE a boxed Bus group of single models/sets and similar to include a 2-vehicle set "The Last Days of Southdown" gift 
set from Model Collectors which comprises of 1 x Bristol VR Series III & 1 x Leyland National, a 2-vehicle gift set "80th 
Anniversary of Southdown" the 4th model collector gift set which comprises of 1 x Leyland PD2 Highbridge Bus & 1 x Bedford 
OB Coach, a 25001 Bristol RELL "Southern National", a 20616 Plaxton Pointer Dennis Dart "Docklands Transit" along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint tom Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer packaging (some of the 
packaging does require a further clean).  (14) 

 £50 - £60 

1198. Corgi a mainly boxed Bus group comprising mainly of Trams along with 2 x unboxed Buses to include 98154 fully 
closed tram "Dover", 98152 closed top tram "Glasgow", 98153 closed top tram "London Transport" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer boxes although none have been 
checked for completeness. Also to include in this lot is 2 x unboxed diecast Buses comprising of a Plaxton Paramount 3500 & a 
Metrobus Double Decker "Yellow Buses". Conditions of these 2 buses appear to be Fair to Good but do require a further clean.  
(13) 

 £30 - £40 

1199. Creative Master Northcord a group of boxed diecast Buses comprising of UK Bus 6026 an Alexander Dennis Enviro 
400 "Yellow Buses", UK Bus 5011 Mercedes-Benz Citaro "Wilts & Dorset", UK Bus 3005 Transbus Pointer Dart "Solent Blue 
Line" & UK Bus 8008 Enviro 200 "Transdev Yellow Buses". Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to 
Excellent outer rigid perspex boxes complete with card slip cases.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 
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1200. Corgi "The Showmans Range" a boxed group to include 21701 AEC Closed Pole Truck with Closed Pole Trailer Set 
"John Codona's Pleasure Fairs", 16502 Scammell Highwayman Ballast with closed pole trailer and caravan set "Pat Collins 
Fair", 16501 Scammell Highwayman Ballast with closed pole trailer and caravan set "Carters Steam Fair" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please 
note some of these models do appear to have been previously displayed therefore are not checked for completeness or 
correctness).  (12) 

 £80 - £100 

1201. Corgi "Chipperfield Circus" a boxed group to include 97887 Bedford O Articulated Horse Box, 97896 AEC Pole Truck, 
97888 Foden closed pole truck with caravan, 97885 Scammell Highwayman Trailer and Caravan along with others. Conditions 
all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note some of 
these models do appear do appear to have previously been displayed therefore are unchecked for completeness or 
correctness).  (13) 

 £80 - £100 

1202. Corgi a pair of boxed Circus related models/sets comprising of CC20402 Fairground Attractions 2002 "Carters Steam 
Gallopers" & A97897 Scammell Highwayman and Trailers "Billy Smarts Circus". Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent 
to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes (nothing has been checked for completeness or tested).  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1203. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group comprising of maroon/straw and similar boxes to include Y21 1926 
Ford Model TT "Osram", Y-19 1929 Morris Cowley Van "Michelin", Y-22 1930 Ford 'A' "OXO" along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note some windows do suffer from 
slight crushing).  (38) 

 £40 - £50 

1204. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group in perspex window boxes to include Y31-B 1931 Morris Courier 
"Kemp's Biscuits", Y8-C 1917 Yorkshire Steam Wagon "Fyffes", Y-27 1922 Foden Steam Wagon "Pickfords" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in Good to Good Plus perspex window boxes (please note the majority 
of these models are loose in packaging and may have been on display at some point therefore are not checked for 
completeness or correctness).  (26) 

 £40 - £50 

1205. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group of "Special Edition" models comprising of YS-16 1929 Scammell 
100-ton Truck/Trailer with G.E.R Class E4 2-4-0 Locomotive, YS-39 Passenger Coach and Horses circa 1820, YS-46 1880 
Merryweather Steam Fire Engine "Greenwich" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging along with outer cardboard slip case mailer 
boxes (please note nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness and there may be duplication this lot).  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1206. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed group of Buses to include OM43312 Plaxton Premier "Wilts & Dorset 
Bus Company" (ex 33), OM46012 Wright Solar/Due Destination-Split Run "Wilts & Dorset", OM45901 Van Hool T9 "Shearings" 
along with others. Conditions generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases 
(please note some model do appear loose in packaging and are not checked for completeness or correctness and some cases 
would benefit from a further clean).  (16) 

 £50 - £60 
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1207. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a group of Buses to include 42713 Van Hool Alizee "Clarks of London", 40301 
Burlingham Seagull "Wallis Arnold Tours Limited", 43106 Leyland Lynx Mk.I "London United" along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good outer rigid perspex cases (please note some models appear 
loose inside boxes and are unchecked for completeness or correctness and some perspex cases do appear to be cracked and 
would also benefit from a further clean).  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1208. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed group of Buses to include OM40808 Bristol Lodekka FS "Hants & 
Dorset Motor Services Limited", OM40816 Bristol Lodekka FS "Wilts & Dorset", 40102 Park Royal Trolleybus "Hastings 
Tramways Company" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Good Plus 
outer rigid perspex cases complete with outer cardboard slip cases (please note some cases would further benefit from a clean 
and none have been checked for completeness).  (18) 

 £50 - £70 

1209. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a group of models comprising of 41601 Guy Breakdown Tender "Bournemouth 
Corporation Transport Department", 97850 Bristol L5G "Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council", 40101 Weymann Trolleybus 
"Maidstone Corporation Transport Department" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
in Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases with some complete with outer cardboard slip cases (please note some cases 
do require a further clean and models are not checked for completeness).   (18) 

 £50 - £70 

1210. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed Bus group "Bus Operators in Britain" to include 43803 Plaxton 
Excalibur "Oxford City Link", 43303 Plaxton Premier "Flight Link", 43606 Northern Counties Palatine II "Arriva Northumbria 
Limited" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer rigid perspex cases.  
(13) 

 £50 - £60 

1211. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed Bus group comprising of single models and Multi Vehicle presentation 
sets to include OM49901 1/76th scale Plaxton Centenary Set "Plaxton 100 Years" 4-vehicle set comprising of Plaxton Excalibur 
"Moffat & Williamson Limited", Plaxton Panorama "Ulster Bus", Plaxton Panther "WA Shearing Grand Tourer" & Plaxton Beaver 
"Pulhams & Sons Coaches Limited", OM99166 2-vehicle set "The Solent Bus Set" - set contains East Lancs Lolyne & East 
Lancs Myllenium, 45001 2-vehicle set "Dorset Delights", 97055 2-vehicle set comprising of Bristol L6B/Briston K6A "Thames 
Valley Traction Co Limited" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to 
Excellent outer packaging (please note some rigid perspex cases would further benefit from a clean).  (11) 

 £60 - £80 

1212. Corgi, Minichamps & Lledo a group of boxed models comprising of Corgi "Modern Trucks - A New Era of Road 
Transport", a 75201 ERF Curtainside "Eddie Stobart Limited", Corgi 09802 ERF 8-wheel Rigid "August 1995 - A Milestone in 
the History of Corgi", Corgi 80101 "Vintage Glory of Steam" a Fowler B6 Showmans Locomotive (The Lion) "Anderton & 
Rowland" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer packaging 
(please note 75201 ERF Curtainside is complete with rigid perspex lift-up lid display case).  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1213. Mattel Dinky - a group of boxed models comprising of DY25/B Porsche 356A, DY036/B Jaguar XK150 & DY033/B 
Mercedes Benz 300 SL.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent rigid perspex cases. 
(3) 

 £40 - £60 
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1214. Corgi, Autoart, Minichamps and similar a group of boxed diecast vehicles comprising of Corgi 469 Routemaster Bus 
"British European Airways", Minichamps 1/43rd scale Jaguar XKR "Roadster", Minichamps Williams FW17 Renault "D. Hill", 
Autoart 51531 Chrysler Panel Cruiser in metallic blue along with others.  Also included is one unboxed diecast vehicle Marklin 
Porsche 907.  Conditions all generally range from Good to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer packaging where applicable. 
(11) 

 £40 - £60 

1215. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of Code 3 issues to include (1) Y-12 1912 Ford Model T Van "Lakeside Country 
Club/Frimley Green Surrey" complete with certificate; (2) Y-22 Ford Model A Van "Harrods"; (3) Y-25 Renault AG Van 
"Southern Evening Echo Centenary 1888-1988".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus 
straw and maroon window boxes. (3) 

 £15 - £20 

1216. Corgi, EFE and similar a group of boxed and unboxed diecast vehicles which appear to be mainly Buses but do include 
other types comprising of 43316 "The Original Omnibus Company" Plaxton Premier "Scottish City Link", 53801 "The Original 
Omnibus Company" Plaxton Excalibur "Wallace Arnold (Team Coach)", DG217000 "Trackside" Ford Escort Mk.1 Van "British 
Rail" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good in Fair to Good outer packaging where applicable 
(please note some of these models may have been placed in the wrong boxes).  Also to include in this lot is a small amount of 
empty boxes/perspex cases etc.  (qty) 

 £35 - £45 

1217. Corgi, EFE, Matchbox and similar a group of mainly boxed along with 1 x unboxed diecast vehicles comprising of Corgi 
1/50th scale CC25901 "The Connoisseur Collection" AEC Routemaster "Metro Line" (signage on Bus relates to James Bond 
"We Meet at Last, Mr. Bond"), a Corgi 1/50th scale 23701 Leyland Octopus with Container "Guinness", EFE 24106 Bedford TK 
Short Dropside "Watneys/Tamplins" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Near Mint in Good 
to Good Plus outer packaging (please note some packaging does suffer from crushing).  (13) 

 £30 - £40 

1218. Lundby of Sweden a boxed plastic and wood construction Play Scene Building which appears to be a Farm/Horse 
Stables and Living Residence and similar in one unit complete with plastic roof balustrade which measures approximately 86cm 
long x 37cm deep x 26cm height including balustrade.  Conditions generally appear to be Fair to Good in Fair to Good original 
outer Lundby trade box (please note this has not been checked for completeness and upon appearance does look like there is 
some small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (1) 

 £10 - £15 

1219. Hinchliffe Models a quantity if boxed/bagged metal/cast War Gaming and similar metal Figures comprising of 15th 
Century Knights, 14th Century Knights, Single 54mm Military figures and similar.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to 
Good in Fair to Good outer boxes/bags (please note the majority of these figures have been pre-painted and it is not certain 
whether figures are in correct boxes along with some figures may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1220. A quantity of vintage boxed Games/Electronic Games/Playsets and similar to include a boxed Atari Video Computer 
System along with controllers, small number of games and similar, an unboxed Philips G7000 "Videopac Computer" Electronic 
Console along with accessories, a Subbuteo "International" Set along with a boxed Park Toys "Gallops Riding School" 
wooden/plastic construction playset complete with figures, animals, wooden outbuildings and similar.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Poor to Fair in Poor to Fair outer boxes (please note nothing has been checked for completeness and no 
electronic games have been tested along with most of these games do appear to be incomplete and have small pieces missing, 
broken off or loose).  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 
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1221. Corgi a small group of boxed diecast vehicles comprising of mainly Minis to include C330/5 "Racing", C330/3 "Sky", 
C330/7 "Mayfair" along with others, please note there is duplication amongst these models.  Conditions all generally appear to 
be Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good outer window pictorial boxes (please note there is some slight crushing to some of the 
windows).  Also to include in this lot is a quantity of Magazines/Binders/Hardback Books and similar to include "The Dinky Toy 
Price Guide" by Frank Thompson, "Model Cars" by Frank Thompson, "Formula 1 The Autobiography" by Gerald Donaldson 
along with others.  Conditions of these magazines and books generally Good along with a small number of pre-built plastic 
mainly Military Aircraft which all appear to be Fair to Good but do appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1222. Matchbox, Corgi, Polistil and similar a group of unboxed mixed scale diecast/plastic models comprising of Corgi 
"Juniors" Chevrolet Van "Spiderman", Matchbox "Superfast" No.11 Flying Bug, Polistil 1/16th scale Ferrari 500, Polistil 1/16th 
scale Jaguar XK.E along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Poor all play worn.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1223. Corgi, Dinky and similar a small group of unboxed diecast mainly TV Related vehicles comprising of Corgi Jaguar XKS 
"The Saint", Corgi Lotus Esprit "007", Corgi Ford Gran Torino “Starsky & Hutch", Corgi Aston Martin DB5 "James Bond" along 
with others. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair.  (12) 

 £20 - £30 

1224. Scalextric "Micro" boxed set "Quantum of Solace - 007" which includes track, controllers and other accessories along 
with 2 x plastic Micro Scalextric Cars. Conditions generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although this has not been tested 
and has not been checked for completeness in Good to Good Plus outer box complete with inner polystyrene packaging tray. 

 £20 - £30 

1225. Scalextric group of boxed set and accessories to include (1) "Set U31" (2) Scalextric 400 Set; (3) Le Mans 24 hour 
Magnatraction Set. Also to include in this lot is 2 x early release boxed plastic controllers. Conditions generally appear to be 
Poor to Fair in Poor to Fair outer boxes (please note nothing has been checked for completeness and no sets have been tested 
also these sets do appear to have pieces missing, loose or broken off and all appear incomplete).  (5) 

 £35 - £45 

1226. Corgi, Oxford Diecast and similar a group of boxed special edition sets to include Oxford Diecast "The Railway 
Collection" 6 vintage diecast vehicle set, Oxford Diecast "The Grocery Collection" 6 vintage diecast vehicle set, Lledo 4 x 
vehicle set "Kellogg's Frosties" x 4 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to 
Good Plus outer boxes (nothing has been checked for completeness and there is duplication in this lot).  (8) 

 £30 - £40 

1227. Maisto, Bburago, Revell and similar a group of boxed 1/24th, 1/18th and similar and similar scale models comprising of 
Maisto Jaguar XJ220, Bburago 1/24th scale Ford AC Cobra 427 (1965), Revell 1/24th scale Porsche 959, Bburago 1/24th scale 
Porsche 911 S along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Excellent in Fair to Good outer window boxes 
(please note some window boxes do suffer from crushing and some models do appear to be loose inside boxes and are 
therefore not checked for completeness).  (9) 

 £30 - £40 

1228. Corgi a small group of boxed diecast vehicles comprising of Vanguards VA06600 Ford Transit Van Mk.I "Post Office 
Telephones", Corgi CC11412 Bedford TK Luton Van "Walkers of Wakefield" x 2, 16101 "The Showman's Range" Scammell 
Highwayman Crane Set "John Crowe & Sons" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint in 
Fair to Good outer packaging. (10) 

 £25 - £35 
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1229. Tinplate - a small group of interesting tinplate "Push & Go" mechanical toys comprising of Motorcycles, Motorcycles 
with Sidecars, Motor Vehicles, Saving Tins and similar.  This is a nice interesting lot.  Conditions generally appear to be Fair to 
Good (please note some metal does suffer from fatigue along with slight rusting/scraping etc but colours do appear fine on most 
of these models).  (13) 

 £20 - £30 

1230. Waddingtons, Airfix and similar a small group of boxed Board Games, Jigsaw Puzzles & plastic Model Kits comprising 
of Monopoly "Middlesbrough Edition" x 2 which both appear to be still factory sealed, 1 x earlier edition Monopoly, 2 x factory 
sealed Jigsaws, Airfix 1/32nd scale MGB "Roadster" along with others.  Conditions generally appear Good to Near Mint in 
Good to Good Plus outer boxes (unsealed board games and plastic kits have not been checked for completeness).  (10) 

 £30 - £40 

1231. Eligor, Saico, Vitesse and similar a group of mainly boxed diecast models, porcelain ornaments, glass paper weights 
and other similar items to include Eligor Jaguar Type E Coupe 1965, Saico Morris Minor "Traveller Police", Vitesse VCC99042 
Jaguar Mk.II 3.4 "Dove Grey" 1959, DY-3B Matchbox "The Dinky Collection" MGB GT 1965 along with others.  Conditions 
generally appear to be Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Good outer packaging where applicable. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1232. Corgi, G.E Fabbri and similar a group of "James Bond/007" related items to include quantity of G.E Fabbri "The James 
Bond Car Collection" magazine/model car packages x 11 to include Daimler Super 8 "Quantum of Solace", Audi 200 Quattro 
"The Living Daylights" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a Corgi TY95903 James Bond Film Canister/4-piece Gift 
Set, a Next Objects boxed Aston Martin "Vanquish" radio-controlled Car "Die Another Day" (untested) along with others.  
Conditions all generally range from Good to Near Mint in Good outer packaging where applicable. (15) 

 £30 - £40 

1233. Scalextric and similar a group of loose Scalextric and similar items and accessories comprising of straight and curved 
track, fencing, x 7 plastic construction remote controls, power supplies and other items. Also to include a number of Scalextric 
and similar Formula 1 Cars, Racing Minis and other similar racing cars which are all in a state of disrepair. Conditions all appear 
to range from Poor to Fair (please note nothing has been checked for completeness and nothing has been tested).  (qty) 

 £25 - £35 

1234. Corgi a group of boxed/carded models comprising of 1144 Berliet Wrecker Truck, 424 Security Van x 2, x 7 Corgi "Wild 
West" models which comprising 3111 Wild West Set in window box, carded Steam Boat "St. Louis Queen" along with others. 
Also to include in this lot is 2 x Corgi plastic construction collector cases one which is in the shape of a Formula 1 Racing Car 
and the other is in the shape of a Standard Lockable Carry Case/Suitcase (this one does include 8 x Corgi models. Conditions 
all generally appear to range from Good to Near Mint in Fair to Good outer boxes/blister packs (please note Set 3111 box and 
window does suffer from crushing and tearing).  (13) 

 £30 - £40 

1235. Lledo and similar a group of boxed diecast models comprising of 6033 1920 Model 'T' Ford Van "Barclays", 13055 
1935 Model 'A' Ford Van "Golden Shred", 44011 1937 Scammell 6-wheeler "Heinz Pickles" along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note some boxes have old price 
stickers to fronts).  (51) 

 £30 - £40 

1236. Lledo and similar a group of boxed diecast models/sets and similar to include PHL1003/USAL1003 2 x sets factory 
shrink-wrapped together which includes 6 models in total "Pearl Harbour 1941 & US Army Collection" x 2, a 3-vehicle set "Save 
the Children/75th Birthday Appeal" along with others. Also to include in this lot is 3 x boxed wooden display racks with each 
holding 15 model cars (model cars are not included). Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus 
to Excellent outer packaging.  (30) 

 £30 - £40 
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1237. Britains, Lone Star, Majorette & Onyx small group of boxed/carded models comprising of 2 x Lone Star diecast metal 
Trucks "Top-Boy" one being Tipper Truck and the other being a Fire Engine or similar, a Britains 9114 Stargard Flight Buggy 
"Space", a Onyx X303 Formula 1 Minardi-Hart M197 "Jarno Trulli" along with others. Conditions generally appear to be Good to 
Good Plus in Poor to Good outer packaging/blister packs.  (7) 

 £20 - £30 

1238. Corgi a group of carded/blister packs models to include 2031 "The Muppet Show/Fozzie", 2033 "The Muppet 
Show/Animal", 181 1954 Mercedes 300SL, B136 Ford Mustang along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus outer carded blister packs.  (28) 

 £30 - £40 

1239. Mattel Hot Wheels, Peelers & Super Wheel a small group of boxed and carded vehicles comprising of 2639 Mattel Hot 
Wheels "Fire Chaser", Peelers "Racer", Peelers "City Cab" & Super Wheel Jeep CJ-7. Conditions generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good outer box/blister packs.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

1240. Matchbox & Mattel Hot Wheels a group of boxed and carded models along with special edition packs which include 
Mattel Hot Wheels 9242 "Street Rodder", Mattel Hot Wheels "Thunder Burner", Matchbox "On A Mission" MBX Explorers 
"Travel Tracker", Matchbox "Originals" No.9, Fire Engine "Authentic Recreations of Matchbox Early Vehicles", MC-806 
3-vehicle boxed set "Garden Festival Wales" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Matchbox plastic constructed carry 
case which can hold 18 small scale models. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent 
outer boxes/blister (please note there is duplication in this lot).  (21) 

 £30 - £40 

1241. Corgi and similar a boxed group of mainly Corgi diecast vehicles comprising of J57 Zakspeed Capri, J62 Mini Shop, 
J61/2 Custom Van "Team Racing", J29 Mercedes 500SL along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good outer boxes/window boxes (please note some 
window boxes do suffer from slight crushing).  (66) 

 £40 - £50 

1242. A metal/tinplate Child's Tipper in generally white, yellow and green. Conditions appear generally Poor with extensive 
damage to plastic seat along with rusting to metal parts with paint chipping. 

 £5 - £10 

1243. Matchbox, Corgi, Champion, Husky and similar a large group of unboxed diecast models comprising of Matchbox 
Regular Wheels, Superfast, Corgi Rockets and similar to include a Champion Matra 650 with racing number 10 decals, a 
Champion Porsche 917 with racing number 25 decals, Corgi Rockets Porsche Carrera, with racing number 19 decals, 
Matchbox Superfast 27 Lamborghini Countach, Husky Volkswagen 1300, Polistil Ferrari 312 along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Fair with the majority being play worn. (100+) 

 £50 - £60 

1244. Matchbox, Corgi, Tonka and similar a group of unboxed diecast models including Aircraft to include a Matchbox Speed 
Kings K-36/41 Bandolero "Police", Corgi Toys 1/36th scale Ferrari 312 B2, Polistil 1/32nd scale Honda F1 Scala, Matchbox SP4 
Mirage F1 Fighter Jet along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good with the majority being play worn. 
(35) 

 £35 - £45 

1245. Dinky, Corgi & Husky a group of TV Related unboxed models comprising of Husky Chitty Chitty Bang Bang complete 
with 4 x figures, Corgi Batmobile "Batman" complete with driver figure "Batman", Dinky Toys 351 UFO Interceptor "S.H.A.D.O." 
along with others.  Conditions generally range from Fair to Good but some models do appear to have small pieces broken off, 
missing or loose. (6) 

 £30 - £40 
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1246. Dinky & Corgi a group of unboxed diecast vehicles comprising of Dinky Toys Matra 630 with racing number 36 decals, 
Dinky Toys Ford 40 RV, Dinky Toys Ferrari 312-B, Corgi Lamborghini "Miura" P400 along with others.  Conditions generally 
appear to be Fair to Good. (7) 

 £25 - £35 

1247. Dinky & Corgi a group of mainly unboxed Military models comprising of 155mm Mobile Gun "USA", Corgi Toys 
Chieftain Medium Tank, Dinky Toys 721 Junkers JU87B Craft, Dinky Toys 290 SRN6 Hovercraft along with others.  Conditions 
generally appear to be Fair to Good although they do appear play worn. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

1248. A vintage wooden and metal construction Bagatelle complete with 17 x steel balls.  Condition appears to be Fair 
(please note this does suffer from slight cracking and paint scuffing along with rusting to the metal pins).  (1) 

 £10 - £15 

1249. A large quantity of Football Programmes which are mainly Middlesbrough Football Club home and away programmes 
which consists of a large number of programmes from various seasons including 1993-94 a full home season set (played at 
Ayresome Park).  Large quantities of programmes from 1996-97 season, 1997-98 season along with others.  Also to include is 
some special programmes relating to Middlesbrough Football Club comprising of Middlesbrough v Chelsea August 26th 1995 
(first match at the Cellnet Riverside Stadium) souvenir programme, Chesterfield v Middlesbrough FA Cup Semi Final Replay 
1997, Sporting Portugal v Middlesbrough 17th March 2005 (round 16 UEFA Cup) along with others.  Also to include in this lot 
is a large quantity of Middlesbrough Football Club away programmes which are mainly Premier League games along with 
Middlesbrough Football Club Fan Magazines "Riverside Roar" along with "Red Roar" and others.  This lot would certainly suit a 
football programme collector or a Middlesbrough football fan.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good (none have been 
checked for complete runs).  (large qty) 

 £10 - £15 

1250. A group of interesting House Ware items/Gifts & Board Games and similar to include a boxed "Who Is It? - Those Were 
the Days" board game, an Excellent house ware boxed Cocktail Shaker Set, an Excellent house ware 900ml Glass Decanter, 
3dicon No.26 Iconic 3D Picture measuring approximately 30cm x 40cm titled "Hollywood Diner" along with others.  Conditions 
all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer packaging. (7) 

 £10 - £15 

1251. Dinky Builda A Blazing Inferno play scene (has small pierce to film at the front), conditions appear generally Mint in 
Good Plus packaging. 

 £20 - £30 

1252. A group of black and white prints x 60 titled "Great Western Hall Class 4-6-0 No.5900" which measure approximately 
48cm wide x 16cm in height and are ideal for framing. (60) 

 £10 - £20 

1253. A group of black and white prints x 60 titled Ex G.W.R. 2-8-0 No.2841 Hauls a Heavy Freight through Leamington Spa.  
Prints are by artist "Tom Connell" and measure approximately 42cm wide x 30cm in height are all are ready for framing. (60) 

 £10 - £20 

1254. A quantity of black and white prints x 60 titled "Great Western King Class 4-6-0 No.6000" which measures 
approximately 40cm wide x 16cm in height and are ideal for framing. (60) 

 £10 - £20 

1255. A group of black and white prints x 40 (Durham District Services) entitled "Bristol L5G" with ECW body Bus. Each print 
is Near Mint to Mint and is approx 46cm wide x 32cm in height and each print is ideal for framing.  (40) 

 £10 - £20 
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1256. A group of black and white prints x 60 titled "County" Class 4-6-0 No.1006 "County of Cornwall" at Plymouth North 
Road with the "Royal Duchy".  Prints are by artist "Tom Connell" and measure approximately 42cm wide x 30cm in height are 
all are ready for framing. (60) 

 £10 - £20 

1257. A group of black and white prints x 40 entitled B.R. Diesel Hydraulic "Hymek" 7017. Each print is generally Near Mint to 
Mint and is approx 46cm wide x 32cm in height. These prints are ready for framing.  (40) 

 £10 - £20 

1258. A group of black and white prints x 60 titled "King" Class 4-6-0 No.6005 "King George II" leaving Paddington with an 
Express for Penzance.  Prints are by artist "Tom Connell" and measure approximately 42cm wide x 30cm in height are all are 
ready for framing. (60) 

 £10 - £20 

1259. A group of Sepia effect Prints x 60 to include "Avonwick Station, Knightsbridge Branch" x 40 & "Dunster Station, 
Minehead Branch" x 20. These prints are approx 32cm wide x 22cm in height and are ideal for framing.   (40) 

 £10 - £20 

1260. Dinky, Penguin, Corgi and similar a partially boxed group to include a boxed French Dinky 29D Autobus Parisian in 
green and cream with green hubs, Penguin Tug Boat "Annie", boxed Y-3 Tramcar plus others similar, condition appear 
generally Fair to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (6 boxed, 5 unboxed). 

 £70 - £90 

1261. Hobbymaster a boxed group to include 1 Modern Airfield diorama set, 1 Model Aircraft Carrier diorama set plus 2 x US 
WWII Carrier Decks plus HA3520 McDonnell Douglas F/A-18B Plane. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

1262. IXO, Forces of Valour and similar a boxed Military related group to include German 88mm Flat Gun "Stalingrad 1942", 
PIXJ000014 Dornier DO335A-1 plus others similar, conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1263. Franklin Mint Collection Armour a boxed B11E375 1/48th scale Mosquito - #3 Norfolk. Condition appears Mint in 
generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

1264. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive group to include AA37402 McDonnell Douglas A-4F Sky Hawk, AA32701 Hawker 
Hunter FMK6, McDonnell F-4J Phantom. Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1265. Schuco a boxed 1/18th scale Cooper T51 #14 Winner Italian GP 1959, condition appears Mint in generally Near Mint 
box. 

 £50 - £70 

1266. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 16531 MCW Leyland Atlantean "OK Motor Services", 26611 
Plaxton Paramount 3500 "Yorkshire Traction", 25808 Daimler DMS Bus "OK Motor Services" plus others similar (the lot include 
duplicates), conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (20) 

 £60 - £80 
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1267. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Truck group to include AN13418 ERF ECT Olympic Curtainside "J.R. Adams", CC13245 
DAF XF GR Adams - Newcastle, Tyneside, CC13232 DAF XF Super Spacecab "Beamish Transport" (model missing parts of 
inner packaging). Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1268. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Halls of Renown group to include CC13817 Mercedes Benz Actros Curtainside "N Irving 
Transport", CC13818 Mercedes Benz Fridge Trailer "The Real McKay, Moray Firth, Scotland", CC12819 Scania T Cab Tipper 
"Jean A Smith". Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1269. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Truck group to include 75604 Renault Premium Curtainside "Kent Connection Ltd", 
CC12012 MAN F2000 Curtainside "Philips Seahouses, Ltd", CC13217 DAF XF Spacecab Curtainside "Ramage Transport Ltd". 
Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1270. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Truck group to include CC13520 Volvo FM Box Lorry "D.R. Macleod", CC13606 DAF CF 
Fridge Trailer "Drysdale Freight Cockburnspath, Berwickshire", 76401 Scania Curtainside "Pollock (Scotrans) Ltd". Conditions 
appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1271. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Truck group to include CC13401 MAN TGA Curtainside "Eddie Stobart Ltd", CC13401 MAN 
TGA Curtainside "Eddie Stobart Ltd", 75702 MAN Refrigerated Box Trailer "Eddie Stobart Ltd". Conditions appear Mint in Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1272. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Truck group to include CC12607 Scammell Crusader Tautliner "Eddie Stobart Ltd", 
CC13201 DAF XF Super Spacecab Curtainside "Eddie Stobart Ltd, Carlisle", CC13405 MAN TGA XL Step Frame Curtainside 
Trailer "Eddie Stobart Ltd". Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1273. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Curtainside group to include CC13214 DAF XF Super Spacecab Curtainside "Woodside 
Haulage Ltd", CC12211 Scania Curtainside "Fagan & Whalley Ltd", 75603 Renault Curtainside "Norbert Dentressangle". 
Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1274. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Curtainside group to include CC13703 Scania R Series High Roof Curtainside "CS Ellis 
(Group) Ltd", 75805 MAN Curtainside "Safegard Storage", CC1906 ERF EC Curtainside "JB McBean (Haulage) Ltd, 
Midlothian). Conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1275. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Curtainside group to include CC12907 Scania Topline Curtainside "D. Curran & Sons Ltd, 
Bangor Co. Down", CC13404 MAN TGA Curtainside with Moth Mountie "Norman Emmerson & Sons Ltd", 75205 ERF EC 
Series Curtainside "Pollock (Scotrans) Ltd, Musselburgh". Conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  
(3) 

 £50 - £60 

1276. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Curtainside group to include CC13202 DAF XF Spacecab Curtainside "J Long & Sons 
(Haulage) Ltd, Leeds", CC12903 Scania Topline Curtainside "Currie European Transport", 75406 Leyland DAF Curtainside 
"Ken Thomas Ltd". Conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1277. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Curtainside group to include CC12012 MAN F2000 Curtainside "Philips (Seahouses) Ltd", 
CC13412 MAN TGA XXL Curtainside "Gerry Jones Transport Services Ltd, Cwmcarn, Newport", 75405 Leyland DAF 
Curtainside "Knights of Old". Conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1278. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Curtainside group to include CC12104 Renault Premium Curtainside "Strongserve Ltd", 
76402 Scania Curtainside "Norfolk Line", CC13408 ERF ECT Olympic Curtainside "Richard Read (Transport) Ltd". Conditions 
appear Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1279. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Truck group to include CC13108 Volvo F88 Tautliner "Davies & Son Ltd", CC12102 
Renault Premium Curtainside "WM. Armstrong (Long Town) Ltd", CC13526/A Volvo Rigid Truck "25 Years of the Corgi 
Collector Club", CC19903 Curtainside Trailer "HE Payne". Conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  
(4) 

 £50 - £70 

1280. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Tipper group to include CC13504 Volvo FM Aggregate Tipper "W.H. Malcolm Ltd", 
CC12805 Scania T Topline Bulk Tipper "Tinnelly International Transport Ltd, Co.Down", CC12802 Scania T Cab Bulk Tipper 
"Eddie Stobart Ltd", conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1281. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Tipper group to include CC12809 Scania T Bulk Tipper "Longthorns of Hepton", CC12415 
Volvo FH Globetrotter Bulk Tipper "P. Hinchcliffe (Haulage) Ltd", CC12414 Volvo FH Bulker "Alex Anderson, Bo-Ness, West 
Lothian". Conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1282. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Bulk Tipper group to include CC13505 Volvo FM Bulk Tipper "Ed Weetman, Ltd", CC12008 
MAN Bulk Tipper "BJ Waters (Transport) Ltd, Matlock", CC12410 Volvo FH Bulk Tipper "Knowles Transport Ltd". Conditions 
appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1283. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Bulk Tipper group to include CC12803 Scania T Bulk Tipper "Maguires of Cheltenham", 
CC13505 Volvo FM Bulk Tipper "Ed Weetman", CC13510 Volvo FM Bulk Tipper "James Booth (Bolton) Ltd". Conditions appear 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1284. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Fridge Trailer group to include CC12906 Scania Topline Fridge Trailer "P&C Hamilton", 
CC13106 Volvo F88 Fridge Trailer "H.W. Payne (Transport) Ltd", CC12005 MAN Fridge Trailer "Pulleyn Transport". Conditions 
appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1285. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Fridge Trailer group to include CC13606 DAF CF Fridge Trailer "Drysdale Freight 
Cockburnspath, Berwickshire", CC12215 Scania 4 Series Fridge Trailer "JR Harding & Sons (Frome) Ltd", CC12420 Volvo FH 
Globetrotter Fridge Trailer "Scotlee Transport Irving". Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1286. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Box Trailer group to include CC12111 Renault Premium step frame Box Trailer "TNT", 
76602 Scania Box Trailer "Eddie Stobart Ltd", CC13506 Volvo FM Box Trailer "E. Pawson & Son Ltd". Conditions appear Mint 
in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1287. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Truck group to include CC13107 Volvo F88 Sheeted Flatbed Trailer "Pollock Scotrans Ltd", 
CC12905 Scania Topline Sheeted Trailer "Yuill & Dodds", CC11505 AEC MKV 8-wheel Sheeted Platform Lorry & Trailer "Smith 
of Maidstone". Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1288. Corgi a boxed 1/50th Crane Trailer group to include CC12109 Renault Flatbed Crane Trailer and palletised brick load 
"R.T. Keedwell Ltd", CC12217 Scania Crane Trailer and load "Marley Building Materials Ltd", CC12218 Scania Dropside Crane 
Trailer "Ian Craig (Haulage) Ltd". Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1289. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Truck group to include CC12508 Atkinson Borderer Flatbed Trailer and pipes load 
"Killingbeck Transport, Blackburn", CC12223 Scania Dropside Crane Trailer "A.E. Hawkins Ltd", CC11908 ERF EC Series Log 
Trailer "A&J Nelson Ltd". Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1290. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Truck group to include CC12917 Scania Topline Livestock Transporter "Henry Thompson & 
Sons", CC12806 Scania T Log Trailer "J&G Riddell Ltd, Glenkindie Aberdeenshire", CC11908 ERF EC Series Log Trailer "A&J 
Nelson Ltd", CC12110 Renault Premium Slide-o-Flex Trailer "Hingley Transport Ltd". Conditions appear Mint in generally 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1291. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Tanker group to include CC13602 DAF CF General Purpose Tanker "Suttons Tankers", 
75302 Leyland DAF Petrol Tanker "Jet", CC12708 ERF EC Petrol Tanker "Jet", CC13407 MAN TGA XL Feldbinder Tanker 
"Tarmac Plc". Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1292. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Cab/Tractor Unit group to include CC12923 Scania Topline "McFarlane Transport Ltd", 
CC12214 Scania 4 Series Tractor Unit "Ken Thomas Ltd, Guyhirn" plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1293. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC99147 H.E. Payne (Transport Ltd) set includes 4 x Tractor Units plus 1 x Curtainside 
Trailer with leaflet. Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

1294. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC99173 Benton Bros "Boston & Immingham Set" includes 3 x Tractor Units with 2 x 
Trailer and Container load. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

1295. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC9165 D.R. McCloud of Stornoway Set includes 2 x Tractor Units with Tanker Trailer plus 
Fridge Trailer. Conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

1296. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC99154 Morethon F. Gullimore & Son Ltd "A Dickinson Tale" 2-piece set with 1 x Bulk 
Tipper, 1 x Tractor Unit plus 1 Curtainside Trailer with leaflet. Conditions appear Mint in generally Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

1297. Corgi a boxed CC99140 The Scammell Story Set includes 6 diecast models and limited edition History Booklet. 
Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 
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1298. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC12810 Scammell Topline 5-axle King Trailer and Boiler load "Sandy Kidd Transport Ltd". 
Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint box. 

 £50 - £60 

1299. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC12007 MAN King Trailer and Reel Load "Morris Lesley Ltd, Perth". Condition appears 
Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £60 

1300. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC12804 Scammell T King Trailer with Tower Crane load "Thomas Heron". Condition 
appears Mint in generally Near Mint box. 

 £50 - £70 

1301. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC12507 Heavy Haulage Atkinson Venturer, 2-axle King Trailer and boiler load "Pickfords", 
conditions appear generally Mint in generally Mint box. 

 £50 - £60 

1302. Corgi boxed 1/50th scale Heavy Haulage CC12307 Scammell Contractor, Girder Trailer, Bogies and Crate load "United 
Heavy Transport", conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint box. 

 £60 - £70 

1303. Corgi boxed 1/50th scale Heavy Haulage group to include CC11102 Scammell Constructor "Parker Bent", CC12394 
Scammell Contractor "William Booth & Sons, Scarisbrick, Lancs", CC12306 Scammell Contractor Wrecker "Eddie Stobart Ltd". 
Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1304. Corgi boxed Heavy Haulage group to include 17602 Scammell Constructor and 24-wheel Low Loader with load "Sunter 
Bros Ltd", 17502 Scammell Constructor Wrecker "Pickfords" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £80 - £100 

1305. Corgi boxed 1/50th scale pair to include CC12605 Scammell Crusader, King Trailer and load "Pickfords", 55304 
Diamond T 980 Ballast plus Girder Trailer and Nodding Donkey/Derrick "Texaco". Conditions appear generally Mint in generally 
Good boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1306. Corgi a boxed Cafe Connection, Passage of Time group to include CC11501 AEC MKV Mammoth Major Platform 
Lorry "Siddle Cook/The Lazy Trout", 26601 AEC MKV Mammoth Major 8-wheel Tipper with coal load and Lea Clock "Anderson 
of Newhouse" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £70 - £90 

1307. Corgi a boxed Queen Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee group to include CC09901 State Landau, CC25903 gold plated 
Routemaster, CC25207 fully closed gold plated Tram. Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1308. Corgi a boxed Eddie Stobart related group to include CC86610 The Eddie Stobart Story Set, 23602 Albion "Ladd" 
6-wheel Platform Lorry and sheeted load plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (13) 

 £60 - £80 
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1309. Corgi a boxed 999 group to include CC10304 AEC HCB Angus Water Ladder "Leicester City Fire Brigade", CC13005 
Dennis F12 Side Pump Escape "City of Coventry Fire Service" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £80 

1310. Corgi a boxed 999 group to include CC13001 Dennis F15 Rear Pumper "Blackburn Fire Brigade", CC10305 AEC 
Mercury/Merryweather 100' Turntable Ladder "Hereford & Worcester Fire Brigade". Conditions appear generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1311. Corgi a boxed Fire Engine/Fire Service group to include 97386 AEC Ladder "Bristol", 54702 E-1 side mount "Fort 
Munroe" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Min boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £80 

1312. Corgi a boxed group to include 96951 Morris Mini Van "Police", 96848 Morris 1000 Van "Birds Custard Powder", 96892 
Morris J Van "Bovril" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (33) 

 £60 - £80 

1313. Corgi mainly Mini/Super Minis related group to include CC86513 The New Mini Cooper - John Cooper Challenger 
No.12 Fat Face, Dave Elliott, CC86505 The New Mini Cooper in Flamenco orange plus others similar. Conditions appear Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £40 - £50 

1314. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include CC11406 Bedford TK Luton Van "Pickfords Ltd", 87892 AEC Mercury Truck & 
Trailer "The S. Houseman" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  
(11) 

 £50 - £70 

1315. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 11301 ERF KV 8-wheel Platform Lorry and Trailer "Russell of Bathgate", 
97334 Atkinson 8-wheel Rigid with crates "Lucozade" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1316. Corgi boxed Fleets of Renown/Building Britain and similar group to include CC10102 Foden FG Tipper & Gravel load 
"Keirby & Perry Ltd. Blackpool", 29203 Guy Invincible Platform Trailer "The Shaw Porters Society" plus others similar. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1317. Corgi a boxed Tanker group to include CC20203 Foden Steam Tanker "Anglo American Oil Co. Limited", 97980 ERF 
Elliptical Tanker "Esso" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (13) 

 £50 - £70 

1318. Corgi a boxed Vintage Glory of Steam group to include 80008 Sentinel Platform Wagon, Trailer and Oil Drum 
"Morris's", 80103 Fowler B6 "Super Line" Showmans Engine (King Carnival 2" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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1319. Corgi a boxed Vintage Glory of Steam group to include 80307 Gareth Road Tractor and Flatbed Trailer - Anchor 
Valley, 22402 Bedford TK Low Loader and Garratt Tractor - Princess Royal plus others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1320. Corgi a boxed Guy Warrior/Invincible group to include 29401 Guy Invincible 8-wheel Dropside "Dawson's Fargo", 
29101 Guy Invincible 8-wheel Platform Lorry with canvas "Blue Circle Cement" lot is a set. Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £90 

1321. Corgi a boxed group to include 94665 Corgi Super Truck, 97706 Jaguar XK120 Set, 97396 Chevrolet Highway Patrol 
plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (14) 

 £50 - £70 

1322. Corgi a boxed BRS group to include CC11405 Bedford KM 4-wheel Platform Lorry and load, CC12608 Scammell 
Crusader Flatbed Trailer plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1323. Corgi a boxed BRS group to include 23001 Ford Transcontinental Box Trailer "BRS", 28901 Guy Warrior 4-wheel 
Platform Lorry with sheeted load "BRS" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes.  (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1324. Corgi a boxed Road Transport Heritage group to include CC11608 Albion "Ladd" Cameronian 8-wheel Tipper "Russell 
of Bathgate", CC10503 ERF KV 8-wheel Platform Lorry "Pollock" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1325. Corgi a boxed Road Transport Heritage group to include CC11703 Guy Warrior Tanker "Wynns Heavy Haulage, 
Newport", CC13306 BMC Flatbed Trailer and crate "British Rail plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1326. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include 34802 Leyland Leopard - Weymann "Sheffield Corporation Transport", 35009 AEC 
Routemaster "Blackpool Transport" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1327. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include 97206 Guy Arab "Northern", 97209 Guy Arab Bus "Warsaw" plus others similar, 
conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally God Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1328. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include 91863 The Yorkshire Ryder Series "Huddersfield", 91853 The Yorkshire Ryder 
Series "Bradford & Leeds" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  
(14) 

 £50 - £70 

1329. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include China Motorbus Metrobus Double Decker from Hong Kong, 91706 Metrobus 
"Northern Super Liner" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  
(10) 

 £40 - £50 
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1330. Corgi a boxed Trolleybus/Tram group to include 36708 fully closed Tram "London Transport", 97800 Sunbeam 
Trolleybus "Reading Corporation Transport" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes.  (9) 

 £40 - £50 

1331. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include limited edition Classic Collection LEC Leyland Tiger PS/1 Coach "The Delaine", 
97214 Leyland Tiger PS1 "Skills Motor Coaches Ltd" plus others similar. Conditions appear Fair in places but generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint.  (16) 

 £60 - £80 

1332. Corgi a boxed Fairground/Circus group to include 97891 AEC Mercury Truck & Trailer "The Billy Smarts", CC10706 
Scammell Highwayman Box Trailer and roof load "Carters" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £80 - £100 

1333. Corgi a boxed Brewery related group to include 23201 Bedford TK 4-wheel Platform Lorry with barrels "Guinness", 
25401 Leyland Steer Platform Lorry and barrels "WM Hannock & Sons" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (14) 

 £70 - £90 

1334. Corgi a boxed group to include 97301 Bedford Articulated "London Brick Company", 97913 Scammell Scarab 
"Railfreight" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1335. Corgi a boxed group to include CC85903 London Taxi, 92451 AA Ford Transit pair set plus others similar. Conditions 
appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (25) 

 £50 - £70 

1336. Corgi a boxed 36502 3-piece Mini Set and blue and white Coach "The Italian Job", conditions appear Mint in generally 
Good Plus box. 

 £70 - £90 

1337. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include CC05901 1968 Ford Mustang with hand resin painted figure "Bullitt", 
CC06001 blue mobile with Jake & Ellwood figures "The Blues Brothers", 57402 Ford Gran Torino with white metal Starsky & 
Hutch figures. Conditions are Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1338. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include 57405 Gambit's Jaguar XJS with figure "The New Avengers", 57604 Steed's 
Range Rover with figure "The New Avengers", 57401 Ford Capri with white metal Bodie & Doyle figures "The Professionals". 
Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1339. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include CC54508 Pontiac Firebird with hand painted resin figures "Smokey & the 
Bandit", CC07002 Aston Martin DBS with Lord Brent's Sinclair resin figure "The Persuaders" plus others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1340. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include CC87503 Mystery Machine with hand painted Shaggy & Scooby Doo figures, 
01803 Jaguar 2.4 "Inspector Morse" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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1341. Corgi a boxed gold plated pair to include 04202 gold plated Aston Martin DB5 "007 - Goldfinger", 01805 gold plated 
Jaguar MKII. Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1342. Vanguards a boxed group to include RD1002 Ford Classic 109E 2-piece set on Brands Hatch diorama, VA00120 Ford 
Anglia "Liverpool & Bootle Police" plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1343. Vanguards a boxed group to include GD1002 Morris Minor Van and Mini Van Royal Mail 2-piece set and diorama, 
VA05803 Morris Minor "Panda Car" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1344. Vanguards a boxed Police Diorama Set group to include PD1002 Rover 2000 "Renfrew & Bude Constabulary", Jaguar 
XK120 Bronze with diorama, PD2002 MGA Opentop and Ford Zephyr Annual Inspection diorama, PD3002 Rover 3500 V8 
Police Escort diorama, conditions appear Mint in Good to Good boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1345. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA0380 Vauxhall Victor F Series in Gypsy red, VA05805 Morris Minor 
"Metropolitan Police 175th Anniversary" plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (12) 

 £60 - £80 

1346. Minichamps, Kyosho, Matchbox and similar a boxed group to include Audi A3, 1/18th scale Morris Van Police, CS-1 
Bulldozer plus others similar, conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Mint boxes.  (13) 

 £60 - £80 

1347. Altaya Jean Ricard Pinder group to include 9 different Pinder models with magazines all sealed. Conditions appear 
Mint.  (9) 

 £30 - £40 

1348. Matchbox a boxed group to include 7 x Matchbox Dinkys including DY-4 1950 Ford E83W 10cwt Van "Heinz", 15 
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear including Y-16 1929 Scammell 100-ton Truck-Trailer with G.E.R. Class E4 2-4-0 Locomotive, 
Y-27 1922 Foden C-type Steam Wagon and Trailer plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to 
Mint boxes.  (22) 

 £30 - £40 

1349. Corgi, Britains, Schuco and similar a boxed group to include 04180 David Brown 990 Implematic Tractor, 56 Tipper 
Trailer, D983 Morris J Van plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes.  (25) 

 £50 - £70 

1350. Vanguards a boxed group to include AU1002 Austin Sales & Service Vans of the 1950's Set, VA14001 Austin 7 Mini 
Van "Royal Mail" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1351. Vanguards a boxed group to include WV1002 Whitbread Service Vans of the 50's and 60's set, VA21000 Ford 100E in 
Conway yellow plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £50 - £70 
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1352. Vanguards a boxed group to include BR1002 British Rail Service Vans of the 50's and 60's, VA08204 Triumph 2.5 P1 
MKII in Signal red plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1353. Dinky a boxed group to include 2 x 289 Routemaster Bus "Esso Safety Grip Tyres", 284 London Taxi. Conditions 
appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1354. Dinky a boxed group to include 226 Ferrari 312/B2 Racing Car, 651 Centurion Tank Rotating Turret plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1355. Lledo, EFE, Corgi and similar a boxed group to include Dartford 1963 limited edition Bus Set 14, 480 AEC Renown 
Routemaster plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (35) 

 £40 - £50 

1356. Corgi a boxed group to include 4 x Corgi Morris Minor "Lovejoy". Conditions appear Mint in Mint boxes.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1357. Matchbox a mainly Yesteryear group to include 1894 Aveling Porter Steam Roller, Y-19 1905 Fowler Showmans 
Engine plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

1358. Vanguards, Lledo and similar a boxed group to include VA00412 Ford Special Products Ford Anglia Van, DG123002 
AEC Mammoth Ballast Box with Artic Low Loader and Tank load "British Army" plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (18) 

 £30 - £40 

1359. Corgi, Dinky, Budgie and similar a mainly unboxed group to include boxed 1127 Simon Snorkel Fire Engine, Ice-Cream 
Van on Ford Thames "Walls", 292 Bulk Milk Truck, also includes James Bond Aston Martin DB5 and Volvo P1800 "The Saint" 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent.  (21) 

 £50 - £70 

1360. Lesney, Matchbox and similar an unboxed group to include 55 Ford Galaxie "Fire Chief", Opel Diplomat 36 plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1361. Trademark Modern Toys and similar a partially boxed tinplate pair to include unboxed KO Made in Japan 15 tinplate 
Dodgem, Western Special Locomotive tinplate Train. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Excellent in generally Fair box.  
(2) 

 £20 - £30 

1362. Matchbox Lesney a partially boxed group to include G-9 Service Station Set, Guy Warrior Tractor Major Pack No.8 and 
Trailer, 9 Scammell 6x6 Tractor with Trailer, No.20 Tasca Transporter with 3 Tractors. Conditions appear generally Good to 
Excellent in generally Fair box. (4) 

 £40 - £50 
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1363. Dinky, Corgi, NZG and similar an unboxed Bus group to include Luxury Coach in cream, 37 Viceroy Coach plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (lg qty) 

 £70 - £90 

1364. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include 98421 "Demonstration" Bus x 2, 97635 General Motors 4502 "Los Angles Motor 
Coach". Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £40 - £50 

1365. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include 54401 GM5301 Lionel City Bus Services, 98460 New York Worlds Fair Yellow 
Coach 743 plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (11) 

 £50 - £60 

1366. Joal a mainly boxed Coach group to include Ref No.149 Wallis Arnold Coach, 149 Lauda-Air Coach plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes.  (6 boxed plus 5 unboxed) 

 £40 - £60 

1367. Corgi, Atlas Edition, Solido and similar a boxed Bus group to include 43208 KMB Double Decker Airbus, DY-S10 1950 
Mercedes Benz Diesel Omnibus type 0-3500 plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to 
Near Mint boxes.  (19) 

 £50 - £70 

1368. A unboxed diecast related group to include International 6x6 Truck "Chipperfield Circus", James Bond 007 Diamonds 
are Forever Moonbuggy, 3 1/4-ton chassis Ambulance plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1369. Corgi, Dinky a unboxed diecast group to include Oldsmobile Tornado, Land Rover 109W-B plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Poor to Good Plus.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1370. Matchbox Lesney, Corgi and similar an unboxed diecast group to include Whizzwheels Adams Probe 16, Freeman 
Intercity Commuter plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good Plus.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1371. A mixed group to include 3 x WSI empty boxes, Britains empty box, Construction Kit, Minic Power Unit plus some 
track, also includes Rockem & Sockem Robot Game. Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £15 - £30 

1372. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1373. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1374. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 
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1375. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1376. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1377. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1378. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1379. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1380. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1381. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1382. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1383. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1384. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1385. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £50 - £60 

1386. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 
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1387. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 

1388. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 

1389. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 

1390. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 

1391. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 

1392. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 

1393. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 

1394. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 

1395. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 

1396. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (69) 

 £50 - £60 

1397. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £50 - £60 

1398. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £50 - £60 
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1399. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £50 - £60 

1400. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £50 - £60 

1401. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £50 - £60 

1402. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £50 - £60 

1403. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £50 - £60 

1404. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £50 - £60 

1405. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £50 - £60 

1406. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £50 - £60 

1407. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (72) 

 £50 - £60 

1408. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (72) 

 £50 - £60 

1409. Lledo a boxed group to include mainly Promotional Models including limited edition/rarer and harder to find models. 
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in mainly Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (72) 

 £50 - £60 

1410. Lledo a boxed rarer limited edition Castle House Model group including Police related models. Conditions appear Mint 
in Near Mint boxes.  (17) 

 £50 - £60 
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1411. Lledo a boxed rarer limited edition Castle House Model group including Police related models. Conditions appear Mint 
in Near Mint boxes.  (17) 

 £50 - £60 

1412. Lledo a boxed rarer limited edition Castle House Model group including Police related models. Conditions appear Mint 
in Near Mint boxes.  (17) 

 £50 - £60 

1413. Lledo a boxed rarer limited edition Castle House Model group including Police related models. Conditions appear Mint 
in Near Mint boxes.  (17) 

 £50 - £60 

1414. Lledo a boxed rarer limited edition Castle House Model group including Police related models. Conditions appear Mint 
in Near Mint boxes.  (17) 

 £50 - £60 

1415. Lledo a boxed group to include DG050042 Bullnose Morris Van "Thornton's", DG050043 Bullnose Morris Van "The 
Famous Grouse" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (31) 

 £40 - £50 

1416. Lledo and boxed group to include DG050031 Lledo Collectors Club 2000 to 2001 1926 Bullnose Morris, DG013088 
Ford Model A Van "Standard Fireworks" plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (32) 

 £40 - £50 

1417. Lledo a boxed Trackside and similar group to include BR1002 The Bygone Days of Road Transport Set, DG150008 
Foden S21 Flatbed Trailer "British Rail" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  
(40) 

 £50 - £70 

1418. Lledo a boxed group to include The World's First Supersonic Car Thrust, H.M. Queen Elizabeth II Gold Wedding 
Anniversary model plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (28) 

 £40 - £50 

1419. Lledo a boxed group to include some promotional models and limited editions. Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus to 
Near Mint boxes.  (43) 

 £30 - £40 

1420. Lledo a boxed mainly set group to include Teachers Model and Scotch Whisky Set, Mars Bar Set, Milky Way Set, 
Brannigans Beer Nuts Set plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (44) 

 £50 - £70 

1421. Lledo a boxed set group to include Kellogg's Cornflakes Set, Kellogg's Rice Krispies Set, Kellogg's Frostie Set, Bryant 
& Maze limited edition set plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (22) 

 £40 - £50 
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1422. Lledo a boxed set group to include Lledo 50th Anniversary Commemorative Wall Display Set, North Yorkshire Moors 
Railway Set plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (22) 

 £40 - £50 

1423. Lledo a boxed set group to include Hershey's Set, Arnotts Biscuits Set, US Army Motor Transport US Armed Forces 
1941 to 1942 Set plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (27) 

 £40 - £60 

1424. Lledo a boxed group to include Coca Cola Set, Hotel Labels of the 1930's Set, Commonwealth Games Scotland 1986 
Set plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (37) 

 £40 - £60 

1425. Matchbox 75's a boxed group to include 44 Passenger Coach, 25 Flat Car/Container.  Conditions appear generally 
Excellent in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (23) 

 £50 - £70 

1426. Matchbox 75's a boxed group to include 44 Passenger Coach, 25 Flat Car/Container.  Conditions appear Excellent to 
Near Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (22) 

 £50 - £60 

1427. Matchbox 75's a boxed group to include 24 Diesel Shunter - in green and yellow, 47 Pannier Locomotive, 43 Steam 
Locomotive.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £80 

1428. Matchbox 75's a boxed group to include 24 Diesel Shunter in green/yellow, 47 Pannier Locomotive, 43 Steam 
Locomotive.  Conditions appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £80 

1429. Matchbox 75's a boxed group to include 73 Model A Ford in cream and green, 38 Model A Van "Champion".  
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (25) 

 £70 - £80 

1430. Matchbox a boxed group to include Superfast 15 Forklift Truck, Matchbox 75 42 Mercedes Container Truck, 15 Forklift 
Truck, 48 Sambron Jacklift, 36 Refuse Truck, My First Matchbox 3-pack, blister carded Superfast and normal Matchbox models.  
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (22) 

 £80 - £100 

1431. Matchbox a boxed mainly Age of Steam group to include MB43 Steam Locomotive, MB47 Jaguar SS 100 plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (50) 

 £80 - £100 

1432. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed straw window boxes group to include Y-12 1912 Ford T "The Hoover in 
Beats", Y-25 1910 Renault Type AG "Perrier" plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus 
to Near Mint boxes. (39) 

 £40 - £60 

1433. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear/Gift Set group to include 3 x unboxed Gift Set models, Matchbox Limited Edition 
3-pack Gift Set, Y-19 1929 Morris Cowley Van J. Sainsbury plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair in places but 
mainly Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (27) 

 £30 - £40 
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1434. Matchbox a boxed group to include woodgrain Models of Yesteryear models including Y-15 1930 Packard Victoria, Y-2 
Matchbox 1911 Renault 2-seater in yellow/pink box plus a Y-5 Yesteryear Set.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint 
in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (16) 

 £40 - £60 

1435. Matchbox Superfast unboxed group of Steam Locos and Carriages in different variations. Conditions appear generally 
Good to Excellent.  (97) 

 £40 - £50 

1436. Matchbox Superfast a Train orientated group of Locomotives, Shunters and Carriages in different variations. 
Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent. (97) 

 £40 - £50 

1437. Matchbox Superfast and similar a Train related group of Locomotives in Carriages and carriages with containers. 
Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint.  (100) 

 £40 - £60 

1438. Corgi, Matchbox and similar an unboxed group to include Locomotives, Carriages, Trucks and container loads plus 
extra containers. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint.  (90) 

 £40 - £50 

1439. Matchbox, Corgi and similar a Truck group to include Truck with Container loads in different colours and variations. 
Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint.  (76) 

 £40 - £50 

1440. Matchbox, Dinky and similar a partially boxed Aeroplane/Helicopter group to include SB-12 Pits Special, ACM50-SEM 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint in generally Good Plus boxes.  (lg qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1441. Matchbox Superkings and Battle Kings an unboxed group to include K-111 Missile Launcher, K-25 Mercedes Benz 
"Binz" Ambulance, K-112 DAF Ambulance plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1442. Lledo, Corgi and similar a boxed group to include Lledo Trackside British Railways Set, 2 x Corgi Cameo Sets, also 
includes promotional model Lledos and Lledo Books. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  
(qty) 

 £40 - £60 

1443. Corgi, Dinky, Tonka and similar an unboxed group to include Smiths Karrier Van, Jaguar XJS "The Saint", Bentley 
Continental Sports Saloon plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good Plus.  (23) 

 £50 - £60 

1444. Matchbox Superfast an unboxed group to include Rola-Matics Police Patrol, Porsche Turbo, plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (approx 84) 

 £50 - £60 

1445. Matchbox a unboxed Regular Wheels group to include 17 Horse Box, 18 Field Car plus others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 
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1446. Matchbox a unboxed group to include 17 Model A Ford Van in different colour variations, Matchbox Locomotives and 
Carriages plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair in places but generally Good Plus to Near Mint.  (80) 

 £40 - £50 

1447. Matchbox unboxed group to include Model A Ford Vans in different colour variations, Trucks, Locomotives and 
Carriages and Containers. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint.  (87) 

 £40 - £60 

1448. Matchbox a unboxed Superfast/Regular Wheels group to include 50 Kennel Truck with plastic dogs, Opel Diplomat 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally mainly Excellent to Mint.  (39) 

 £60 - £80 

1449. Matchbox, Corgi, Majorette and similar an unboxed group to include Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Giftware, Corgi 
John Players Special F1 Racing Car with Trailer, Fiat Tractor plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint.  (lg 
qty) 

 £60 - £80 

1450. Tomte a unboxed group to include Jeeps, Saloons, Trucks, Trains, Tractors and similar. Conditions appear generally 
Fair to Excellent.  (20) 

 £30 - £40 

1451. Matchbox a boxed group to include PS-1 Container Port Set, PS-4 Railway Goodsyard Set, G-2 Railway Set, 
Collectors Series Heritage Transport Set Australian Post. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to Good 
boxes.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1452. Oxford Diecast, Atlas Edition, Dinky and similar a boxed group to include Dinky and Matchbox Leaflets, Eddie Stobart 
Volvo FH Fridge Trailer "Emma Jade", Classics Models plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (lg qty) 

 £60 - £80 

1453. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA05009 MGA Twin Cam 50th Anniversary Special in ash green, VA01707 Austin 
A35 Van "British Railways" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  
(6) 

 £30 - £40 

1454. Corgi a boxed group to include Benetton F1 Car, Ford Transit Super Haulers with different companies plus others 
similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (55) 

 £50 - £70 

1455. Hornby and similar a partially boxed group to include Hornby boxed No.1 Goods Platform, Hornby Clockwork Trains O 
Gauge Set, plus track and others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good.  (lg qty) 

 £60 - £80 

1456. Mamod a boxed Steam Roller in green, red and black, condition appears generally Fair in generally Fair box. 

 £30 - £40 
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1457. Triang, Hornby, Wrenn and similar a partially boxed group to include Locomotives, Carriages, Buildings, Miniature 
Cars, Airfix Train Locomotive and Tanker plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (lg qty) 

 £60 - £80 

1458. Lego a mainly unboxed group to include Lego Train Track, Buildings, Figures, Accessories such as wheels and extra 
bricks, already built trains plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent.  (lg qty) 

 £60 - £80 

1459. Merit, Tomy and similar a plastic/children's related Railway Sets including Climbing Choo Choo Hillbilly Set, Alpine 
Train Set plus others similar, also includes Mattel Disney Train Set. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent in generally 
Poor to Excellent boxes (contents unchecked for completeness).  (8) 

 £40 - £60 

1460. Tomy and similar a plastic children's Railway Sets to include Thomas the Tank Engine & Friends Tomica World Rail 
Road and Railway set, also includes Cross Country Choo Choo Train Set plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good 
to Excellent in Poor to Excellent boxes (contents unchecked for completeness). 

 £50 - £70 

1461. Tomy/Thomas the Tank Engine and similar a unboxed group of Track, Buildings and Trains, also includes some boxed 
battery operated sets. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint.  (5 boxes) 

 £60 - £80 

1462. Tomy/Thomas the Tank Engine and similar a unboxed group of Railway Models, Track, Outbuildings plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent.  (4 large boxes) 

 £40 - £60 

1463. Thomas & Friends a unboxed group to include All Aboard Peep Peep Thomas the Tank Engine Ticket Office, Thomas 
the Tank in Etch-a-Sketch, Plates, Egg Bowls, sticker boxes plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  
(lg qty) 

 £50 - £70 

1464. Thomas the Tank Engine a Book group to include different style and sizes of Thomas the Tank Engine Books including 
Rev W Audrey The Future Engine Stories, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good.  (lg qty) 

 £50 - £70 

1465. Hasegawa, Blue Box and similar a namely related group to include "Fieseler FI-156C Storch Set, Jigsaw framed The 
North West of Ireland Railway plus others similar including books. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (lg qty) 

 £20 - £40 

1466. Tomy/Thomas the Tank Engine and similar an unboxed group to include Track, Outbuildings, Figures, Sets. Conditions 
appear generally Good to Excellent.  (lg qty) 

 £40 - £60 

1467. Tomy and similar a unboxed Train/Lego Train Locomotives and Carriages plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Good to Near Mint.  (lg qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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1468. Tomy/Thomas the Tank Engine an unboxed group to include Locomotives such as Thomas, Henry plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Excellent.  (lg qty) 

 £40 - £60 

1469. Tomy/Thomas the Tank Engine an unboxed group to include Locomotives such as Thomas, Henry plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Excellent.  (lg qty) 

 £40 - £60 

1470. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA07500 Morris Commercial Van "British Railways", VA1400 Austin Mini Van 
"RAC" plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1471. Vanguards a boxed group to include WV1002 Whitbread Service Vans of the 50's and 60's, VA06618 Ford Transit Van 
40th Anniversary plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1472. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA1001 Ford Anglia in pale green, VA5002 Triumph Herald in yellow plus others 
similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1473. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA11501 Triumph TR4A in black, VA48000 Morris 1300 in Trafalgar blue plus 
others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1474. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA44000 Austin A60 Cambridge in grey/white, VA46001 Ford Zephyr 6 MKIII in 
Goodwood green plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1475. Vanguards a boxed Rover P4 group to include VA0914 Members Exclusive Rover 1000 (P4), VA19009 Rover P4 in 
ivory/grey plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (13) 

 £60 - £80 

1476. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA06909 Rover 3 litre MKII Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, VA09505 Ford Escort 
MKI Mexico in Le Mans green plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1477. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 11101 ERF KV Box Lorry "Moorhouses Jam", 19302 Bedford S "Weetabix" 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Near Mint boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1478. Corgi Classics a boxed Brewery/Tanker group to include 97840 Scammell Highwayman Tanker "Shell Mex/BP", 24302 
Leyland Cylindrical Tanker Set "Double Diamond" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £80 

1479. Corgi Classics a boxed Truck group to include 13501 Foden S21 "Mickey Mouse" Articulated and Low Loader "J C 
Munton", 97895 AEC Flatbed Truck and Trailer "BRS" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (8) 

 £60 - £80 
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1480. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 24502 London Brick Company Leyland 8-wheel Platform Lorry with bricks, 
CC10504 ERF KV Tipper "Ketton Cement" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to 
Near Mint boxes.  (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1481. Corgi Classics a boxed BRS British Railways/Post Office group to include 10101 ERF V-type Dropside Lorry "BRS", 
22705 Bedford TK Box Van "Post Office Tele Communications" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £80 

1482. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 13601 Foden S21 Mickey Mouse with Trailer "Eddie Stobart", CC02001 Mini 
Van "Billy Smarts" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1483. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include CC10801 Foden S21 Tipper with gravel load "Moreton C Cullimore & Son 
Ltd - The Towers", CC10503 ERF KV 8-wheel Platform Lorry "Pollock" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1484. Corgi a boxed group to include 96570 Chevrolet Bel Air "50 Millionth Chevrolet", CC06301 Daimler Ambulance 
"Birmingham Fire & Ambulance Service" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to 
Near Mint boxes.   (29) 

 £40 - £60 

1485. Corgi a boxed group to include ICI Auto Colour promotional models, VA99900 Ford Focus "WRC Monte Carlo Rally 
2001", Corgi Connoisseur Collection chrome Jaguar XK120 Opentop plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (35) 

 £50 - £60 

1486. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include CC07301 Morris Commercial Truck with 2 figures "Heartbeat", 01803 Jaguar 
2.4 "Inspector Morse" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (7) 

 £60 - £70 

1487. Lledo a boxed group to include a Pan Am Set, DG10005 Fordson 7V Truck "The Post Office" plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (62) 

 £40 - £50 

1488. Classix a boxed group to include EM7606 Austin K2 Van "Kemps Biscuits", EM76302 Ford Thames Truck "British 
Railways" plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (36) 

 £60 - £80 

1489. Lledo Trackside, Base Toys, Hornby a boxed group to include DG114003 AEC Mammoth Ballast Box "BRS", R7087 
Bedford TK Tanker "Fuel Oil Distribution" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
to Near Mint boxes.  (40) 

 £50 - £70 

1490. Cararama a boxed group to include Rover 90, Land Rover 4.6 HSE "The Police" plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (73) 

 £70 - £90 
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1491. Brumm a boxed group to include R066 Auto Avio Costiuzioni 815, R064-01 Fiat 1100B 1948 plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1492. Solido a boxed group to include Renault 4, 4541 Renault Dauphine 1961 plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (20) 

 £50 - £60 

1493. Bburago, Newray, Road Legends, Gama and similar a boxed group to include AC Cobra 427, BMW Isetta plus others 
similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (28) 

 £50 - £70 

1494. Vitesse a boxed group to include 055C Riley ELF III 1966 in Damask red, 056B Wolseley Hornet MKIII 1966 in 
Snowberry white plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1495. Vitesse a boxed group to include 630 DKW Junior 1959 Sedan, 290 Mercedes 170 Van "Mercedes Benz" plus others 
similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (13) 

 £60 - £70 

1496. IXO, IST a boxed group to include CLC035 Ford Fordor 1947, CLC068 Fiat Panda 34 plus others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £80 

1497. EFE, Corgi, Road Champs, HAL and similar a boxed group. To include CP99704 BLMC Mini Van Reg No.MUL189L 
within trade box, 23401 Bedford TK Flatbed Short "Whitbread", T9-43033 Bentley MKVI 1950 in white plus others similar. 
Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (34) 

 £50 - £70 

1498. Altaya and similar a mainly boxed group to include Renault 4L 1962, Simca 1000 (1962) plus all magazine and similar 
models. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (18 boxed plus 8 unboxed) 

 £40 - £50 

1499. Minichamps a boxed group to include Maybach Zeppelin, 400113102 Renault 16 1965 plus others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (8) 

 £80 - £100 

1500. Quiralu, Atlas Edition, Yanka a boxed group to include Rolls Royce Silver Cloud, Vespa 400, 549 Coupe Borgward 
"Isabella" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1501. Neo, Spark a boxed pair to include 43142 Jaguar MKIX in light blue, S0508 Triumph TR4 in red. Conditions appear 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1502. Somerville Models a boxed 148 Rover P-2 (6 light) 1937 in blue/cream. Conditions appear generally Near Mint in 
generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 
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1503. Eligor, Norev, Rex Toys and similar a boxed group to include 519153 Renault Celta 4, 1027 Citroen Camionnette 
500kgs 1934 plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1504. Matchbox Dinky a boxed group to include DY9 1949 Land Rover, DY-4 1950 Ford E83W 10cwt Van plus others 
similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (15) 

 £50 - £60 

1505. Matchbox a boxed group to include 28 Lincoln Continental, 11 International Armoured Car plus others similar. 
Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (34) 

 £50 - £70 

1506. Matchbox Collectables a boxed group to include YRS01-M, YTC04-M, YYM38309, YMM38042, YYM36836, 
YYM38060. Conditions appear Mint in generally Mint boxes within Good outer boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1507. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Matchbox Taste of France YTF1-6 (full set), Automodels 
Australia model, A World of Energy Olympic Sponsor US Olympic Team Texaco Tow Truck, YGB06 1932 Mercedes Benz L5 
Lorry "Holsten". Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £40 - £50 

1508. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include YS-65 Special Limited Edition Austin 7 collection set, Y63 
1939 K-D-D. Truck "George Farrar", Y64 1938 Lincoln Zephyr plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint 
in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (19) 

 £40 - £50 

1509. Oxford Diecast a 1/76th scale group to include 76MV013 Austin Mini Van, 76CA007 CA Van "Royal Mail" plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (29) 

 £60 - £80 

1510. Oxford Diecast a boxed 1/76th scale group to include 76MS002 Romain green Morris 6, 76BM001 Bentley Mulsanne in 
white plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (29) 

 £60 - £80 

1511. Oxford Diecast a boxed 1/76th scale group to include 76AM B001 Austin 18 Ambulance, 76DEF 002 Land Rover 
Defender "Royal Mail" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  
(29) 

 £60 - £80 

1512. Oxford Diecast a boxed 1/76th scale group to include 76XJS002 Jaguar XJS "Metropolitan Police", 76JEN001 Jensen 
541R in Imperial crimson plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (29) 

 £60 - £80 

1513. Oxford Diecast a boxed Commercial group to include 76TK015 Bedford TK Luton Van "Christmas 2012", FDE001 Ford 
Thames Van "British Railways" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes.  (13) 

 £60 - £70 
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1514. Oxford Diecast a boxed Roadshow group to include CA004 Bedford CA in Tonibell pink, JM016 Bartons plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1515. Oxford Diecast a boxed 1/76th/143rd scale group to include 76TK005 Bedford TK "Fairground Organ", JHSS001 
Jaguar SS 2.5 Saloon in cream plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes.  (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1516. Oxford Diecast an Automobile group to include BCF001 Bentley S1 Continental Fastback in Shell grey, DS002 Daimler 
DS420 black Hearse plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (11) 

 £80 - £100 

1517. Jada Toys a boxed Dub City group to include 69 Chevy Chevelle SS, 1972 Chevy Cheyenne plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Excellent boxes.  (17) 

 £40 - £60 

1518. Jada Toys a boxed group to include Horny Rollers 57 Chevy Bel Air, V Dubs 59 Volkswagen Karmann Ghia Coupe 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (19) 

 £50 - £60 

1519. Road Signature, Maisto and similar a boxed group to include Show Rod Series Ford 1937 Sedan, 1953 Ford Crestline 
Victoria plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (19) 

 £50 - £60 

1520. Maisto, Motormax, Johnny Lightning a boxed group to include 1970 Dodge Super Bee, modified Chevy Coupe plus 
others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint, Fair in places but generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (50) 

 £50 - £70 

1521. Jada Toys and similar a boxed group to include Castline/M2 Machines a boxed group to include Big Time 5D, Big Time 
Muscle Set, 1970 Ford Fairlane 500 plus others similar. Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (19) 

 £40 - £50 

1522. Schuco, Siku and similar a smaller scale group to include 2936 Sweeper, Jaguar S-type, Porsche 550 Spyder plus 
others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (29) 

 £40 - £50 

1523. Hot Wheels a boxed group to include 84 Hurts Olds, Tough & Sturdy Flying Customs 69 Copo Corvette plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (56) 

 £60 - £80 

1524. EFE, Budgie, Lledo and similar a unboxed Bus group to include AEC Routemaster 64-seater, 51 Mercedes Benz 0302 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint.  (45) 

 £40 - £60 
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1525. Matchbox an unboxed group to include boxed Matchbox Superfast Souvenir Jubilee Bus, 36 Lambretta TV175, 1912 
Ford Model T plus others similar, the lot also includes Matchbox Carrier Bags. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near 
Mint.  (45) 

 £40 - £60 

1526. Ertl, Schuco, Disney a boxed group to include Jodie Models Triumph Mayflower white metal kit, Disney Theme Park 
collection 4-piece Monorail set, 02152 BMW DIXI plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally 
Good to Near Mint boxes.  (34) 

 £50 - £60 

1527. Corgi, Lledo and similar an unboxed group to include Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, white metal model within boxed perspex 
case, Miniaturas plus others similar, also includes large quantity of empty boxes. Conditions are Good to Near Mint.   (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

1528. Danbury Mint The Classic Artillery Collection to include Vintage Weapons - "Mons Meg", "Mary Rose Gun", other 
weapons include 1800 "German Coastal Motor", more recent weapons including British 3" 20cwt Anti Aircraft Gun, American 
75mm Recoilless Gun, British 105mm Light Gun, more recent weapons include Rapier SAGW Missile, models are approx 
1/32nd scale and hand crafted in fine pewter - Near Mint to Mint.   (24 includes detailed booklet) 

 £60 - £80 

1529. Hornby Railways and similar OO Scale to include British Rail Intercity 125 Power and Dummy Car (British made), also 
coach for same, similar but Virgin (Made in China) various modern and historical Coaches, various Open Trucks and Tankers, a 
few times Flatbeds, 2 dummy tenders for Flying Scotsman or similar and a quantity of track and plastic buffer stops - Fair to 
Good Plus unboxed.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

1530. Mixed group of collectables to include 4 x London 2012 Olympic Mascots including "Mandeville" and "Wenlock" 
includes Union Jack issues - 3 have original boxes, a Coalport Fine Bone China Plate - "Dawn Patrol" Battle of Britain Tribute 
and 2 x Franklin Mint/Royal Doulton Fantasy Plates - "The Dragon Master" and "Dragon Star" (both have plastic display 
stands) - generally all Excellent to Mint.   (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1531. Mixed group of toys to include Brumm Historical English Mail Coach, Rio 20 1915 Fiat Omnibus 18BL, Brumm 
Historical Old Fire Engine, Matchbox King Size The Londoner Bus - Harrods, 2 x Matchbox Y66 Her Majesty's Gold 
Stagecoach, an early Bburago 1937 Jaguar SS100 in black with red seats, 3 x Corgi Routemaster Buses - orange "Cadbury's 
Double Decker" plus others - Good to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging where applicable.  (14) 

 £30 - £50 

1532. Large group of Atlas Edition models including Buses, Motorcycles, Military vehicles including multiple Gun Motor 
Carriage M16 and PZKDFW Tiger, Police Cars including Jaguar Mk.II Bedfordshire Police, The Greatest Show on Earth, 2 x 
Eddie Stobart plus Ships, Aircraft and Miniature Trains, includes a large group of literature leaflets etc - all generally Mint in 
Good to Near Mint packaging.   (24) 

 £40 - £60 

1533. A large quantity of hardback and softback Books, Magazines and similar mainly relating Military Aircraft and Historic 
Battles to include Wellington's Military Machine by Philip J Haythornthwaite, Strategy for Defeat "The Luftwaffe 1933 to 1945" 
by Williamson Murray, Battle of Britain by Charles Messenger, The Hamlyn Concise Guide to "American Aircraft of WW2" by 
David Mondey along with others. Conditions generally range from Fair to Good.  (lg qty) 

 £10 - £15 
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1534. A mixed Caravan group to include Norev 649300 1/64th scale UV1 "General Motors - Futurliner", Cararama 1/43rd 
scale Car and Caravan Set comprising of a Mercedes-Benz 280 SL Roadster & Caravan, Hot Wheels "Air Stream" Dream 
Vehicle Set comprising of Motor Vehicle and Caravan along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint 
in Good to Near Mint packaging.  (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1535. Minichamps a 1/43rd scale boxed group to include The Bond Collection "Diamonds are Forever" Ford Mustang Mach 
1, Volvo 121 Amazon 4-door Saloon - blue/cream along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent rigid perspex boxes along with Excellent outer cardboard slip cases.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1536. Gama Mini (Germany) and similar a boxed 1/43rd scale group to include a Gama Mini Opel "Ascona", Gama Mini Opel 
"Calibra", Gama Mini 9530 VW "Bully" Camper Van in red, 9561 Volkswagen Pick-up in blue plus others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

1537. Hachette a boxed Tractor group to include a good selection of Tractors comprising of Chauvin R6-1954, Same 240 
DT-1958, Bobard BB-VW-1959, Zetor Super 50-1962 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes (there is a possibility of duplication). Also to include in this lot is 2 x Binders 
containing a small number of Magazines entitled "Tractors & The World of Farming" by Hachette which appear to be generally 
Good although would benefit from a further clean.  (40 models plus 2 binders/magazines) 

 £50 - £60 

1538. Hachette a boxed Tractor group to include a Babiole Super Babi 203-1954 Latil H14 TL10-1950, Claas Nectis 
257F-2004, Nuffield Universal Four-1960 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent boxes (there is a possibility of duplication). Also to include in this lot is 2 x Binders containing a 
small number of Magazines entitled "Tractors & The World of Farming" by Hachette which appear to be generally Good 
although would benefit from a further clean.  (40 models plus 2 binders/magazines) 

 £50 - £60 

1539. Atlas Editions a small mixed boxed group to include "Ultimate Tank Collection" PZ.KPFW.VI Tiger Tank 1944, AEC 
Regent III Fire Engine along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent 
outer packaging.  (6) 

 £20 - £30 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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